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Abstract
Galaxy mergers are expected to have a signiﬁcant role in the mass assembly of galaxies in the early universe, but
there are very few observational constraints on the merger history of galaxies at z>2. We present the ﬁrst study of
galaxy major mergers (mass ratios <1:4) in mass-selected samples out to z≈6. Using all ﬁve ﬁelds of the Hubble
Space Telescope/CANDELS survey and a probabilistic pair-count methodology that incorporates the full
photometric redshift posteriors and corrections for stellar mass completeness, we measure galaxy pair-counts for
projected separations between 5 and 30 kpc in stellar mass selected samples at 9.7<log10(Må/Me)<10.3 and
log10(Må/Me)>10.3. We ﬁnd that the major merger pair fraction rises with redshift to z≈6 proportional
to (1+ z)m, with m=0.8±0.2 (m= 1.8± 0.2) for log10(Må/Me)>10.3 (9.7< log10(Må/Me)<10.3).
Investigating the pair fraction as a function of mass ratio between 1:20 and 1:1, we ﬁnd no evidence for a
strong evolution in the relative numbers of minor to major mergers out to z<3. Using evolving merger timescales,
we ﬁnd that the merger rate per galaxy () rises rapidly from 0.07±0.01 Gyr−1 at z<1 to 7.6±2.7 Gyr−1 at
z=6 for galaxies at log10(Må/Me)>10.3. The corresponding comoving major merger rate density remains
roughly constant during this time, with rates of Γ≈10−4 Gyr−1 Mpc−3. Based on the observed merger rates per
galaxy, we infer speciﬁc mass accretion rates from major mergers that are comparable to the speciﬁc star formation
rates for the same mass galaxies at z>3 - observational evidence that mergers are as important a mechanism for
building up mass at high redshift as in situ star formation.
Key words: galaxies: formation – galaxies: high-redshift – galaxies: interactions
1. Introduction
Galaxies grow their stellar mass in one of two distinct ways.
They can grow by forming new stars from cold gas that is
either accreted from their surroundings or is already within the
galaxy. Alternatively, they can also grow by merging with
other galaxies in their local environment. Although observa-
tions suggest that both channels of growth have played equal
roles in the buildup of massive galaxies over the last eleven
billion years (e.g., Bell et al. 2006; Bundy et al. 2009; Bridge
et al. 2010; Robaina et al. 2010; Ownsworth et al. 2014;
Mundy et al. 2017), there are few observational constraints on
their relative roles in the early universe.
Ongoing star formation within a galaxy is to date by far the
easiest and most popular of the two growth mechanisms to
measure and track through cosmic time. The numerous ways of
observing star formation, that is, UV emission, optical emission
lines, radio and far-infrared emissions, have allowed star
formation rates of individual galaxies to be estimated deep into
the earliest epochs of galaxy formation (see, e.g., Hopkins &
Beacom 2006; Behroozi et al. 2013; Madau & Dickinson 2014,
for compilations of these measurements). However, in contrast
to measuring galaxy star formation rates, measuring the merger
rates of galaxies is a signiﬁcantly more tricky task, yet at least
as equally important for many reasons. Despite the difﬁculty in
measuring merger rates, studying the merger history of galaxies
is vital for understanding more than just the mass buildup of
galaxies. Mergers are thought to play a crucial role in structure
evolution (Toomre & Toomre 1972; Barnes 2002; Dekel et al.
2009), as well as the triggering of star-bursts and active galactic
nuclei activity (Silk & Rees 1998; Hopkins et al. 2008; Ellison
et al. 2011; Chiaberge et al. 2015). Mergers are also correlated
with supermassive black hole mergers, which may be the origin
of a fraction of gravitational wave events that future missions
such as the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA; Amaro-
Seoane et al. 2017) will detect.
Two main avenues exist for studying the fraction of galaxies
undergoing mergers at a given epoch (and hence the merger
rate). The ﬁrst method relies on counting the number of
galaxies that exist in close pairs, for example, Zepf & Koo
(1989), Burkey et al. (1994), Carlberg et al. (1994), Woods
et al. (1995), Yee & Ellingson (1995), Neuschaefer et al.
(1997), Le Fèvre et al. (2000) and Patton et al. (2000; see also
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Man et al. 2016; Mundy et al. 2017; Ventou et al. 2017;
Mantha et al. 2018, for recent examples). This method assumes
that galaxies in close proximity, a galaxy pair, are either in the
process of merging or will do so within some characteristic
timescale. The second method relies on observing the
morphological disturbance that results from either ongoing or
very recent merger activity (e.g., Reshetnikov 2000; Conselice
et al. 2003, 2008; Lavery et al. 2004; Lotz et al. 2006, 2008;
Jogee et al. 2009). These two methods are complementary in
that they probe different aspects and timescales within the
process of a galaxy merger. However, it is precisely these
different merger timescales that represent one of the largest
uncertainties in measuring the galaxy merger rate (e.g.,
Kitzbichler & White 2008; Conselice 2009; Hopkins et al.
2010; Lotz et al. 2010a, 2010b).
The major merger rates of galaxies have been well studied
out to redshifts of z2.5 (Conselice et al. 2003; Bluck et al.
2009, 2012; López-Sanjuan et al. 2010; Lotz et al. 2011), but
fewer studies have extended the analysis beyond this. Taking
into account systematic differences due to sample selection and
methodology, there is a strong agreement that between z=0
and z≈2–3, the merger fraction increases signiﬁcantly
(Conselice et al. 2003; Bluck et al. 2009; López-Sanjuan
et al. 2010; Bluck et al. 2012; Ownsworth et al. 2014).
Conselice & Arnold (2009) presented the ﬁrst tentative
measurements of the merger fractions at redshifts as high as
4z6, making use of both pair-count and morphological
estimates of the merger rate. For both estimates, the fraction of
galaxies in mergers declines past z4, supporting the
potential peak in the galaxy merger fraction at 1z2
reported by Conselice et al. (2008; morphology) and Ryan et al.
(2008; close pairs). However, as the analysis of Conselice &
Arnold (2009) was limited to only optical photometry in the
very small but deep Ultra Deep Field (Beckwith et al. 2006),
the results were subject to uncertainties due to small sample
sizes and limited photometric redshift and stellar mass
estimates.
When studying galaxy close-pair statistics, to satisfy the
close-pair criterion, two galaxies must ﬁrst be within some
chosen radius (typically 20 to 50 kpc) in the plane of the sky,
and in many studies, within some small velocity offset along
the redshift axis (other studies, e.g., Robaina et al. 2010,
deproject into 3D close pairs). The typical velocity offset
required is Δ500 km s−1, corresponding to a redshift offset of
δz/(1+ z)=0.0017. However, this clearly leads to difﬁculties
when studying the close-pair statistics within deep photometric
surveys, as the scatter on even the best photometric redshift
estimates is δz/(1+ z)≈0.01 to 0.04 (e.g., Molino et al.
2014).
To estimate the merger fractions of galaxies in wide-area
photometric redshift surveys or at high redshift, a methodology
that allows us to overcomes the limitations of redshift accuracy
in these surveys is required. The method used must correct or
account for the pairs observed in the plane of the sky that are
due to chance alignments along the line of sight. Various
approaches have been used to overcome this limitation,
including the use of deprojected two-point correlation functions
(Bell et al. 2006; Robaina et al. 2010), correcting for chance
pairs by searching over random positions in the sky (Kartaltepe
et al. 2007), and integrating the mass or luminosity function
around the target galaxy to estimate the number of expected
random companions (Le Fèvre et al. 2000; Bluck et al. 2009;
Bundy et al. 2009). The drawback of these methods is that they
are unable to take into account the effects of the redshift
uncertainty on the derived properties, such as rest-frame
magnitude or stellar mass, potentially affecting their selection
by mass or luminosity.
López-Sanjuan et al. (2015, LS15 hereafter) present a new
method for estimating reliable merger fractions through the
photometric redshift probability distribution functions (poster-
iors) of galaxies. By making use of all available redshift
information in a probabilistic manner, this method has been
shown to produce accurate merger fractions in the absence of
spectroscopic redshift measurements. In this paper we apply
this probability density function (PDF) close-pair technique
presented in LS15, and further developed by us in Mundy et al.
(2017), using deep ground-based near-infrared surveys.
In this paper we apply this methodology, with some new
changes, to all ﬁve of the ﬁelds in the CANDELS (Grogin et al.
2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011) photometric survey in order to
extend measurements of the major merger fraction of mass-
selected galaxies out to the highest redshifts currently possible,
z∼ 6. This allows us to determine how mergers are driving the
formation of galaxies through 12.8 Gyr of their history when
the bulk of mass in galaxies was put into place (e.g., Madau &
Dickinson 2014). By doing this, we are also able to test the role
of minor mergers at lower redshifts, and how major mergers
compare with star formation for the buildup of stellar mass in
galaxies over the bulk of cosmic time. Crucially, thanks to the
availability of extensive narrow- and medium-band surveys in a
subset of these ﬁelds, we are also able to directly explore the
effects of redshift precision on our method and resulting merger
constraints.
The structure of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we
brieﬂy outline the photometric data and the derived key galaxy
properties used in this analysis. In Section 3 we describe the
probabilistic pair-count method of LS15 and Mundy et al.
(2017) as implemented in this work. In Section 4 we present
our results, including comparison of our observations with the
predictions of numerical models of galaxy evolution and
comparable studies in the literature. In Section 5 we discuss our
results and their implications. Finally, Section 6 presents our
summary and conclusions for the results in this paper.
Throughout this paper, all quoted magnitudes are in the AB
system (Oke & Gunn 1983), and we assume a Λ-CDM
cosmology (H0= 70 kms
−1Mpc−1, Ωm= 0.3, and ΩΛ= 0.7)
throughout. Quoted observables are expressed as actual values
assuming this cosmology unless explicitly stated otherwise.
Note that luminosities and luminosity-based properties such as
observed stellar masses scale as h−2, while distances such as
pair-separation scale as h−1.
2. Data
The photometry used throughout this work is taken from the
matched UV to mid-infrared multiwavelength catalogs in the
CANDELS ﬁeld based on the CANDELS WFC3/IR observa-
tions combined with the existing public photometric data in each
ﬁeld. The published catalogs and the data reduction involved are
each described in full in their respective catalog release papers:
GOODS South (Guo et al. 2013), GOODS North (G. Barro et al.
2019, in preparation), COSMOS (Nayyeri et al. 2017), UDS
(Galametz et al. 2013), and EGS (Stefanon et al. 2017).
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2.1. Imaging Data
2.1.1. Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Near-infrared and Optical
Imaging
The near-infrared WFC3/IR data observations of the
CANDELS survey (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al.
2011) comprise of two tiers, a DEEP and a WIDE tier. In the
CANDELS DEEP survey, the central portions of the GOODS
North and South ﬁelds were observed in the WFC3 F105W
(Y105), F125W (J125) and F160W (H160) ﬁlters in ﬁve separate
epochs. In ﬁelds ﬂanking the DEEP region, GOODS North and
South were also observed to shallower depth (two epochs) in
the same ﬁlters as part of the CANDELS WIDE tier.
Additionally, the northernmost third of GOODS South
comprises WFC3 Early Release Science (Windhorst et al.
2011) region and was observed in F098M (Y98), J125 and H160.
Within the GOODS South DEEP region also lies the Hubble
Ultra Deep Field (WFC3/IR HUDF: Ellis et al. 2012;
Koekemoer et al. 2013, see also Bouwens et al. 2010 and
Illingworth et al. 2013) with extremely deep observations also
in Y105, J125 and H160.
As part of the CANDELS WIDE survey, the COSMOS,
UDS, and EGS ﬁelds were observed in the WFC3 J125 and
H160 ﬁlters to two epochs. Finally, in addition to the
CANDELS observations, all ﬁve CANDELS ﬁelds have also
been observed in the alternative J-band ﬁlter, F140W (JH140),
as part of the 3D-HST survey (Brammer et al. 2012; Skelton
et al. 2014). The 3D-HST observations, processed in the same
manner as the CANDELS observations, are included in the
photometry catalogs used in this work.
For the GOODS North and South ﬁelds, the optical HST
images from the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACSs) images
are version v3.0 of the mosaiced images from the GOODS
HST/ACS Treasury Program, combining the data of Giavalisco
et al. (2004) with the subsequent observations obtained by
Beckwith et al. (2006) where available and the parallel F606W
and F814W CANDELS observations (Koekemoer et al. 2011;
Windhorst et al. 2011). Altogether, each GOODS ﬁeld was
observed in the F435W (B435), F606W (V606), F775W (i775),
F814W (I814) and F850LP (z850) bands.
For COSMOS, UDS, and EGS, optical ACS imaging in V606
and I814 is provided by the CANDELS parallel observations in
combination with available archival observations (EGS: Davis
et al. 2007). All WFC3 and ACS data were reduced and
processed following the method outlined in Koekemoer et al.
(2011).
2.1.2. Spitzer Observations
Being extremely well-studied extragalactic ﬁelds, all of the
ﬁve ﬁelds have deep Spitzer/IRAC (Fazio et al. 2004)
observations at 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8.0 μm taken during Spitzer’s
cryogenic mission. For the GOODS North and South ﬁelds, the
cryogenic mission observations come from the GOODS Spitzer
Legacy project (PI: M. Dickinson). The wider COSMOS ﬁeld
was observed as part of the S-COSMOS survey (Sanders et al.
2007). The UDS was surveyed as part of the Spitzer UKIDSS
Ultra Deep Survey (PI: Dunlop), and ﬁnally, part of the EGS
was observed by Barmby et al. (2008), with subsequent
observations extending the coverage (PID 41023, PI: Nandra).
In addition to the legacy cryogenic data, subsequent
observations in both the 3.6 and 4.5 μm have since been made
during the Spitzer Warm Mission as part of both the spectral
energy distribution (SEDs; Ashby et al. 2013) and
S-CANDELS (Ashby et al. 2015) surveys, signiﬁcantly
increasing the depth of 3.6 and 4.5 μm over the wider
CANDELS area.
All of the IRAC data available within the CANDELS
footprints were combined and reprocessed, ﬁrst as part of the
SEDs survey (Ashby et al. 2013) and later as part of
S-CANDELS (Ashby et al. 2015). Because they were
published earlier, the IRAC data in the published GOODS
South and UDS catalogs make use of the SEDs data, while the
remaining ﬁelds (GOODS North, COSMOS and EGS) use the
latest S-CANDELS mosaics. Full details of the IRAC data and
its reduction can therefore be found in the respective SEDs or
S-CANDELS survey papers.
2.1.3. Ground-based Observations
Complementary to the space-based imaging of HST and
Spitzer, each CANDELS ﬁeld has also been surveyed by a large
number of ground-based telescope and surveys. As these
extensive ancillary ground-based observations vary from ﬁeld
to ﬁeld, we do not present the full details for each ﬁeld, instead
we again refer the interested reader to the corresponding
individual release papers for each ﬁeld: GOODS South (Guo
et al. 2013), GOODS North (G. Barro et al. 2019, in preparation),
COSMOS (Nayyeri et al. 2017), UDS (Galametz et al. 2013), and
EGS (Stefanon et al. 2017).
In addition to the ground-based photometry outlined in the
primary CANDELS release papers, in the GOODS North ﬁeld,
we also include the medium-band imaging from the Survey for
High-z Absorption Red and Dead Sources (SHARDS; Pérez
González et al. 2013). SHARDS uses 25 medium-band ﬁlters
between wavelengths of 500–900 nm over an area of 130
arcmin2 in the GOODS-N region. This imaging was taken with
the 10.4 m Gran Telescopio Canarias, and by itself gives
effectively a spectral resolution of about R = 50 down to limits
of AB≈26.5 mag. One of the main goals of the SHARDS
survey is to ﬁnd emission and absorption line galaxies at
redshifts up to z∼ 5. However, the ﬁne wavelength sampling
also makes it a powerful data set for producing precise photo-z
estimates for all source types. Similarly, in the GOODS South
ﬁeld, we also include the Subaru medium-band imaging
presented in Cardamone et al. (2010).
2.2. Source Photometry and Deconfusion
All of the CANDELS survey catalogs have been produced
using the same photometry method, full details of which can be
found in the respective catalog papers (e.g., Galametz et al.
2013; Guo et al. 2013). In summary, photometry for the HST
bands was done using SEXTRACTORʼs (Bertin & Arnouts 1996)
dual-image mode, using the WFC3 H-band mosaic as the
detection image in each ﬁeld and the respective ACS/WFC3
mosaics as the measurement image after matching the point-
spread function (individual to each ﬁeld).
For all ground-based and Spitzer IRAC bands, deconvolu-
tion and photometry was done using template-ﬁtting photo-
metry (TFIT). We refer the reader to Laidler et al. (2007), Lee
et al. (2012), and the citations within for further details of the
TFIT process and the improvements gained on multiwave-
length photometry.
As with the broadband imaging, photometry for the medium-
band imaging was performed using the same TFIT forced
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photometry procedure employed during the main catalog
production (Guo et al. 2013) - with positions based on the
corresponding WFC3 H160 imaging (Pérez González et al.
2013, and J. Donley 2019, private communication) for GOODS
North and South, respectively.
2.3. Image Depths and Detection Completeness Estimates
Owing to the tiered observing strategy employed for the
CANDELS survey and the limitations imposed on the tiling of
individual exposures, the ﬁnal H160 science images used for the
catalog source detections are somewhat inhomogeneous. Not
only is there signiﬁcant variation in image depth across the ﬁve
CANDELS ﬁelds, but each ﬁeld itself is inhomogeneous. To
overcome these limitations while still making full use of the
deepest available areas, we divide each of the CANDELS ﬁelds
into subﬁelds based on the local limiting magnitude (as
determined from the rms maps of the H160 science images).
Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of area with a given
limiting magnitude (within an area of 1 arcsec2 at 1σ; H160
lim ) for
each of the ﬁve CANDELS ﬁelds. While the difference in
depth between the WIDE and DEEP tiers of the survey are very
clear, there is also noticeable variation in limiting magnitude
between ﬁelds with same number of HST observation epochs
(COSMOS, UDS, and EGS). The observed difference in ﬁeld
depth is primarily due to the different locations on the sky in
which the CANDELS ﬁelds are located, the ability to schedule
HST time to observe these ﬁelds, and how the orbits are divided
into exposure times. Together these constraints determined the
differences in the CANDELS tiling strategies and the resulting
exposure times for each pointing (Grogin et al. 2011;
Koekemoer et al. 2011). As a result of these tiling and
scheduling constraints, the EGS pointings are 10%–15% longer
than in COSMOS and are therefore slightly deeper, with the
UDS ﬁeld in between these two.
Additionally, the ﬁelds also have different background levels
as they are in different portions of the sky, and these different
background levels result in different effective depths being
reached. This creates the variety of depths for the WIDE and
DEEP epochs highlighted by Figure 1.
Based on the distributions observed in Figure 1, we deﬁne four
sets of subﬁelds based on the following limiting magnitude ranges:
<H 27.87 mag160lim (Wide 1),  <H27.87 28.3 mag160lim (Wide 2),
 <H28.3 29.1 mag160lim (Deep), and H 29.1 mag160lim (Ultra-
deep). The subsets of observed galaxies are then simply deﬁned
based on the measured H160
lim at the position of the galaxy.
To ensure consistent estimates of the respective source
detection limits, we performed new completeness simulations
across all ﬁve CANDELS ﬁelds. These simulations include a
realistic range of input (magnitude-dependent) morphologies
based on the observed structural properties of galaxies in the
CANDELS ﬁelds (van der Wel et al. 2012). Full details of how
the completeness simulations were performed are outlined in
Appendix A. In Figure 2 we present an example plot
illustrating the measured source recovery fraction as a function
of magnitude for each of the subﬁelds within the GOODS
South ﬁeld. Through the effects of source confusion and chance
alignment with brighter sources in the ﬁeld, it can be seen that
the catalogs are 100% complete at only the very brightest
magnitudes. For this ﬁeld, the 80% completeness limits range
from H160= 25.29 mag for the shallowest observations down
Figure 1. Distribution of area with a given limiting magnitude (1σ within an
area of 1 arcsec2) for each of the ﬁve CANDELS ﬁelds. The vertical dashed
lines show the limiting magnitudes used to deﬁne the (a) “Wide 1,” (b) “Wide
2,” (c) “Deep,” and (d) “Ultra-deep” subﬁelds within each ﬁeld. The
corresponding total area covered (in arcmin2) is also shown for each subﬁeld.
Note that the range of limiting magnitudes shown excludes that reached by the
HUDF, hence the area of GOODS South corresponding to the HUDF is not
plotted. We refer the interested reader to the individual catalog release papers
for an illustration of the spatial distribution of these depths (see Section 2 for
references).
Figure 2. Example detection completeness estimates, showing the fraction of
recovered sources as a function of H160 magnitude for the GOODS South ﬁeld.
The vertical dashed lines show the magnitude at which the recovery fraction
equals 80% for each subﬁeld.
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to H160= 27.26 mag for the Ultra-deep ﬁeld. In Table 1 we
present the measured completeness limits for image regions of
different limiting magnitude for each CANDELS ﬁeld. Figures
illustrating the detection completeness for all ﬁelds are included
for reference in Appendix A.
2.4. Photometric Redshifts
Photometric redshift (photo-z) estimates for all ﬁve ﬁelds are
calculated following a variation of the method presented in
Duncan et al. (2018a, 2018b). In summary, template-ﬁtting
estimates are calculated using the EAZY photometric redshift
code (Brammer et al. 2008) for three different template sets and
incorporate zero-point offsets to the input ﬂuxes and additional
wavelength-dependent errors (we refer the reader to Duncan
et al. 2018a, for details). Templates are ﬁt to all available
photometric bands in each ﬁeld, as outlined in Section 2.
Additional empirical estimates using a Gaussian process
redshift code (GPZ; Almosallam et al. 2016a) are then
estimated using a subset of the available photometric bands
(further details are discussed below). Finally, after calibration
of the individual redshift posteriors (Section 2.4.3), the four
estimates are then combined in a robust statistical framework
through a hierarchical Bayesian (HB) combination to produce a
consensus redshift estimate.
For the GOODS North ﬁeld, we also calculate an additional
second set of photo-z estimates incorporating the SHARDS
medium-band photometry based on only template ﬁtting. The
template ﬁts for the GOODS North+SHARDS photometry are
calculated using the default EAZY template library. To account
for the spatial variation in ﬁlter wavelength intrinsic to the
SHARDS photometry (see Pérez González et al. 2013), the
ﬁtting for each source is done using its own unique set of ﬁlter
response functions speciﬁc to the expected SHARDS ﬁlter
central wavelengths at the source position.
2.4.1. Luminosity Priors in Template Fitting and HB Combination
When we calculate the redshift posteriors for each template
ﬁt, we do not make use of a luminosity-dependent redshift prior
as is commonly done to improve photometric redshift accuracy
(Brammer et al. 2008; Dahlen et al. 2013), i.e., we assume a
luminosity prior that is ﬂat with redshift. Luminosity-dependent
priors such as the one implemented in EAZY rely on mock
galaxy lightcones that accurately reproduce the observed
(apparent) luminosity function. Current semi-analytic models
do agree well with observations at z< 2 (Henriques et al.
2012), but increasingly diverge at higher redshift (Lu et al.
2014) and may not represent an ideal prior.
Even in the case of an empirically calculated prior (e.g.,
Duncan et al. 2018b) that may not suffer from these limitations,
the use of a prior that is dependent only on a galaxy’s
luminosity and not its color or wider SED properties could
signiﬁcantly bias the estimation of close pairs using redshift
posteriors. As an example, we can image a hypothetical pair of
galaxies at identical redshifts and with identical stellar
population properties such that the only difference is the stellar
mass of the galaxy (i.e., the star formation histories differ only
in normalization). If a luminosity-dependent prior is then
applied, the posterior probability distribution for each galaxy
will be modiﬁed differently for each galaxy and could
erroneously decrease the integrated pair probability.
2.4.2. Gaussian Process Redshift Estimates
In addition to the primary template-based estimates outlined in
the previous section, our consensus photo-zs also incorporate
empirical photo-z estimates based on the Gaussian process redshift
code GPZ (Almosallam et al. 2016a, 2016b). Our implementation
of the GPZ code in this work includes magnitude- and color-
dependent weighting of the spectroscopic training sample, and
follows the procedure outlined in Duncan et al. (2018b), to which
we refer the reader for additional details. The spectroscopic training
sample for each ﬁeld was taken from a compilation of those
available in the literature (N. Hathi 2019, private communication),
with additional spectroscopic quality cuts applied based on the
quality ﬂags provided by each survey. To maximize the training
sample available, we train GPZ using only a subset of the available
ﬁlters that are common to multiple ﬁelds: V606, I814, J125, H160
from HST (additionally B435 for GOODS North and South), as
well as the 3.6 and 4.5μm IRAC bands of Spitzer.
In practice, the resulting GPZ estimates have signiﬁcantly
higher scatter (σNMAD≈ 10%)
13 and outlier fraction (15%)
than their corresponding template estimates. Nevertheless, we
include the GPZ estimates within the HB combination
procedure as they can serve to break color degeneracies
inherent within the template estimates in a more sophisticated
manner than a simple luminosity prior (see Section 2.4.1).
2.4.3. Calibrating Redshift Posteriors
In Hildebrandt et al. (2008), Dahlen et al. (2013), and more
recently Wittman et al. (2016) and Duncan et al. (2018a), it is
shown that the redshift PDFs output by photometric redshift
Table 1
CANDELS Field Completeness Depths
Wide 1 Wide 2 Deep Ultra-deep
Areaa Depth Areaa Depth Areaa Depth Areaa Depth
GOODS South 33.88 25.29 33.75 25.91 96.74 26.44 5.15 27.26
GOODS North 39.23 25.28 57.11 25.77 76.6 26.56 0.0 L
COSMOS 48.21 25.35 147.89 25.74 5.88 26.23 0.0 L
UDS 56.82 25.46 141.38 25.95 3.95 26.28 0.0 L
EGS 13.36 25.43 164.66 26.06 26.65 26.29 0.0 L
Total Area (Average) 191.5 25.36 544.7 25.9 209.8 26.46 5.15 27.26
Note.Summary of the estimated detection completeness levels in AB magnitudes for each of the ﬁve CANDELS ﬁelds and their corresponding subﬁelds.
a Area in arcmin2.
13 The normalized median absolute deviation is deﬁned as s = ´1.48NMAD
D
+( )∣ ∣median zz1 spec , see Dahlen et al. (2013).
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codes can often be an inaccurate representation of the true
photometric redshift error. This inaccuracy can be due to under-
or overestimates of photometric errors, or a result of systematic
effects such as the template choices. Regardless of the cause,
the effect can result in signiﬁcantly over- or underestimated
conﬁdence intervals while still producing good agreement
between the best-ﬁt zphot and the corresponding zspec. Although
this systematic effect may be negated when measuring the bulk
properties of larger galaxy samples, the method central to this
paper relies on the direct comparison of individual redshift
posteriors. It is therefore essential that the posterior distribu-
tions used in the analysis accurately represent the true
uncertainties. Given this known systematic effect, we therefore
endeavor to ensure the accuracy of our redshift posteriors
before undertaking any analysis based on their posteriors.
A key feature of the photo-z method employed in this work
is the calibration of the redshift posteriors for all estimates
included in the Bayesian combination (Duncan et al.
2018a, 2018b). Crucially, this calibration is done as a function
of apparent magnitude, rather than as a global correction,
minimizing any systematic effects that could result from biases
in the spectroscopic training sample. An additional step in the
calibration procedure introduced in this work is the correction
of bias in the posteriors by shifting the posteriors until the
Euclidean distance between the measured and optimum ˆ ( )F c is
minimized (Gomes et al. 2018). This additional correction is
necessary because of the very high precision offered by the
excellent photometry available in these ﬁelds (and the
correspondingly low scatter in the resulting estimates) and
prevents unnecessary inﬂation of the uncertainties to account
for this bias during the subsequent calibration of the posterior
widths.
In Figure 3 we present the cumulative distribution, ˆ ( )F c , of
threshold credible intervals, c, for our ﬁnal consensus photo-z
estimate. For a set of redshift posterior predictions that perfectly
represent the redshift uncertainty, the expected distribution of
threshold credible intervals should be constant between 0 and 1,
and the cumulative distribution should therefore follow a straight
1:1 relation, i.e., a quantile-quantile plot.
If there is overconﬁdence in the photometric redshift errors,
i.e., the P(z)s are too sharp, the ˆ ( )F c curves will fall below the
ideal 1:1 relation. Likewise, underconﬁdence results in curves
above this line. The remaining bias in the estimates can
manifest as steeper or shallow gradients and offsets in the
intercepts at c= 0 and c= 1.
From Figure 3, we can see that overall the accuracy of the
photo-z uncertainties is very high across a very broad range in
apparent magnitude. For the GOODS North+SHARDS esti-
mates, there remains a small amount of overconﬁdence in the
photo-z uncertainties. Additionally, for the EGS ﬁeld, there
remains a magnitude-dependent trend in the photo-z posterior
accuracy. Uncertainties for bright sources are slightly under-
estimated, while those for faint sources are slightly overestimated.
2.4.4. Photo-z Quality Statistics
In Figure 4 we illustrate the photometric redshift quality for
each CANDELS ﬁeld as a function of redshift. Following the
same metrics as in Molino et al. (2014) and LS15, we ﬁnd that
the quality of our photometric redshifts is excellent given the
high redshifts being studied and the broadband nature of the
photometry catalog. We ﬁnd a normalized median absolute
deviation of between σNMAD1% and σNMAD5%,
depending on redshift.
As with most spectroscopic redshift comparison samples, the
typically bright nature of the galaxies with high-quality
spectroscopic redshift may present a biased representation of
the quality of the photometric redshifts. We can see this effect
in the comparison in Figure 4 by comparing the different
σNMAD values for the different ﬁelds. It may be initially
surprising that we ﬁnd poorer agreement between the
photometric and spectroscopic redshifts (w.r.t outlier fraction)
at z> 3 for the GOODS North and South ﬁelds compared to
EGS and UDS, given that for these ﬁelds, signiﬁcantly deeper
HST data available. In fact, it is the increased level of
spectroscopic completeness at fainter magnitudes and higher
redshifts that is the reason for the apparently poorer
performance in GOODS ﬁelds, with spectroscopic redshifts
for a greater number of sources for which photo-z are more
difﬁcult to measure.
However, overall, we still obtain good photometric redshifts
for the fainter systems. The basis of our analysis is the full
redshift posteriors for which we have high conﬁdence in the
accuracy and precision.
2.5. Stellar Mass Estimates
The stellar mass as a function of redshift, M (z), for each
galaxy is measured using a modiﬁed version of the SED code
introduced in Duncan et al. (2014). Rather than estimating the
best-ﬁt mass (or mass likelihood distribution) for a ﬁxed input
photometric or spectroscopic redshift, we instead estimate the
stellar mass at all redshifts in the photo-z ﬁtting range.
Speciﬁcally, we calculate the least-squares weighted mean:

å
å=( )
( ) ( )
( )
( )M z
w z M z
w z
, 1t
t t
t
t
,
where the sum is over all galaxy template types, t, with ages
less than the age of the universe at the redshift z, and Må,t(z) is
the optimum stellar mass for each galaxy template
(Equation (4)). The weight, wt(z), is determined by
c= -( ) ( ( ) ) ( )w z zexp 2 , 2t t2
where c ( )zt2 is given by
åc s=
-
( )
( ( ) ( ) )
( )z
M z F z F
. 3t
j
N
t j t j
j
2 , ,
obs 2
2
filters
The sum is over j broadband ﬁlters available for each galaxy,
its observed photometric ﬂuxes, Fj
obs, and corresponding error,
σj. We note that due to computing limitations, we do not
include the available medium-band photometry when estimat-
ing stellar masses. The optimum scaling for each galaxy
template type (normalized to 1 Me), Må,t, is calculated
analytically by setting the differential of Equation (3) equal
to 0 and rearranging to give

å
å
= s
s
( ) ( )
( )
( )
M z . 4t
j
F z F
j
F z,
j t j
j
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In this work we also incorporate a so-called “template error
function” to account for uncertainties caused by the limited
template set and any potential systematic offsets as a function
of wavelength. The template error function and method applied
to our stellar mass ﬁts is identical to that outlined in Brammer
et al. (2008) and included in the initial photometric redshift
analysis outlined in Section 2.4. Speciﬁcally, this means that
the total error for any individual ﬁlter, j, is given by
s s s l= + ( ( )) ( )F , 5j j j j,obs2 ,obs temp 2
where σj,obs is observed photometric ﬂux error, Fj,obs its
corresponding ﬂux, and σtemp(λj) is the template error function
interpolated at the pivot wavelength for that ﬁlter, λj.
We note that in addition to estimating the stellar mass, this
method also provides a secondary measurement of the
photometric redshift, whereby µ å( ) ( )P z w zt t . We use an
independently estimated redshift posterior in the pair analysis
in place of those generated by the marginalized redshift
likelihoods from the stellar mass ﬁts because of the higher
precision and reliability offered by our HB consensus photo-z
estimates.
For the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) templates used in our
stellar mass ﬁtting, we allow a wide range of plausible stellar
population parameters and assume a Chabrier (2003) initial
mass function (IMF). Model ages are allowed to vary from
10Myr to the age of the universe at a given redshift,
metallicities of 0.02, 0.2, and 1 Ze, and dust attenuation
strength in the range 0 AV 3 assuming a Calzetti et al.
(2000) attenuation curve. The assumed star formation histories
follow exponential τ-models (SFR∝e− t/ τ), both decreasing
and increasing (negative τ), for characteristic timescales of
t =∣ ∣ 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, and 10, plus an additional short burst
(τ= 0.05) and continuous star formation models (τ?1/H0).
Nebular emission is included in the model SEDs assuming a
relatively high escape fraction fesc= 0.2 (Yajima et al. 2010;
Fernandez & Shull 2011; Finkelstein et al. 2012; Robertson
et al. 2013) and hence a relatively conservative estimate on the
contribution of nebular emission. As in Duncan et al. (2014),
we assume for the nebular emission that the gas-phase stellar
metallicities are equivalent and that stellar and nebular
emission are attenuated by dust equally.
To ensure that our stellar mass estimates do not suffer from
signiﬁcant systematic biases, we compare our best-ﬁtting stellar
masses (assuming z= zpeak) with those obtained by averaging
the results of several teams within the CANDELS collaboration
(Santini et al. 2015). Although there is some scatter between
the two sets of mass estimates, we ﬁnd that our best-ﬁtting
masses suffer from no signiﬁcant bias relative to the median of
the CANDELS estimates (see Figure 17 in the Appendix).
Some of the observed scatter can be attributed to the fact that
the photometric redshift assumed for the two sets of mass
estimates is not necessarily the same. Overall, we are therefore
conﬁdent that the stellar population modeling employed here is
consistent with that of the wider literature. We ﬁnd no
systematic error relative to other mass estimates that make
use of stellar models and assume the same IMF. However,
standard caveats with regard to stellar masses estimated using
stellar population models still apply (see discussion in Santini
et al. 2015).
3. Close-pair Methodology
The primary goal of analyzing the statistics of close pairs of
galaxies is to estimate the fraction of galaxies that are in the
process of merging. From numerical simulations such as
Kitzbichler & White (2008), it is well understood that the vast
majority of galaxy dark matter halos within some given
physical separation will eventually merge. For spectroscopic
Figure 3. Quantile–quantile (Q–Q, or ˆ ( )F c , see text in section) plots for the ﬁnal calibrated consensus redshift predictions for each of the CANDELS ﬁelds, plus the
alternative GOODS North estimates incorporating the SHARDS medium-band photometry. Colored lines represent the distributions in bins of apparent H160
magnitude (±0.5 mag), while the thick black line corresponds to the complete spectroscopic training sample. Lines that fall above the 1:1 relation illustrate
underconﬁdence in the photo-z uncertainties (uncertainties overestimated), while lines under illustrate overconﬁdence (uncertainties underestimated).
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studies in the nearby universe, a close pair is often deﬁned by a
projected separation, rp, in the plane of the sky of
rp< 20 to 50 h
−1 kpc, and a separation in redshift or velocity
space of Δv 500 km s−1.
Armed with a measure of the statistics of galaxies that satisfy
these criteria within a sample, we can then estimate the
corresponding pair fraction, fP, deﬁned as
= ( )f N
N
, 6P
pairs
T
where Npairs and NT are the number of galaxy pairs and the total
number of galaxies, respectively, within some target sample,
e.g., a volume-limited sample of mass-selected galaxies. Note
that Npairs is the number of galaxy pairs rather than number of
galaxies in pairs, which is up to factor of two higher (Patton
et al. 2000), depending on the precise multiplicity of pairs and
groups.
In this work, we analyze the galaxy close pairs through the
use of their photo-z posteriors. The use of photo-z posterior
takes into account the uncertainty in galaxy redshifts in the pair
selection and the effect of the redshift uncertainty on the
projected distance and derived galaxy properties. As presented
in LS15, this method is able to directly account for random
line-of-sight projections that are typically subtracted from pair
counts through Monte Carlo simulations. In the following
section we outline the method as applied in this work and how
it differs to that presented in LS15 in the use of stellar mass
instead of luminosity when deﬁning the close-pair selection
criteria, as well as our use of ﬂux-limited samples and the
corresponding corrections.
3.1. Sample Cleaning
Before deﬁning a target sample, we ﬁrst clean the
photometric catalogs for sources that have a high likelihood
of being stars or image artifacts.
A common method for identifying stars in imaging is
through optical morphology of the sources in the high-
resolution HST imaging. The exclusion of objects with high
SEXTRACTOR stellarity parameters (i.e., more point-like
sources) could potentially bias the selection by erroneously,
excluding very compact neighboring galaxies and active
galactic nuclei (AGN) instead of stars. Therefore, when
cleaning the full photometric catalog to produce a robust
sample of galaxies, we deﬁne stars as sources that have a high
SEXTRACTOR stellarity parameter (>0.9) in the H160 imaging
and have an SED that is consistent with being a star.
Using EAZY, we ﬁt the available optical to near-infrared
photometry (with rest-frame wavelength <2.5μm) for each
ﬁeld with the stellar library of Pickles (1998) while ﬁxing the
redshift to zero. We then classify as a star any object that has
c c<N NStar2 filt,S Galaxy2 filt,G, where cGalaxy2 and cStar2 are the
best-ﬁt χ2 obtained when ﬁtting the galaxy templates used in
Section 2.4 and stellar templates, respectively, normalized by
the corresponding number of ﬁlters used in the ﬁtting (Nﬁlt,G,
Nﬁlt,S). Based on the combined classiﬁcation criteria, we
exclude 0.4% of objects per ﬁeld. Thus, the fraction of
sources excluded by this criterion is very small and therefore
should not present a signiﬁcant bias in the following analysis.
Additionally, to prevent erroneous SED ﬁts (either photo-z
or stellar mass estimates) in sources with photometry
contaminated by artifacts due to bright stars in the ﬁeld (and
their diffraction spikes) or edge effects, we also exclude
sources that have ﬂags in the photometry ﬂag map (see, e.g.,
Galametz et al. 2013; Guo et al. 2013). Based on inspection of
the photo-z quality for all of the sources identiﬁed in this initial
cut, we ﬁnd the published catalog ﬂags to be overly
conservative, with the overall quality of the photo-z for ﬂagged
sources comparable to those of unﬂagged objects. To exclude
only objects for which the photometric artifacts will adversely
affect the results in this work, we apply an additional selection
criterion: we exclude sources that are ﬂagged and have
c >N 4Galaxy2 filt,G , which is indicative of bad SED ﬁts. Given
these criteria, we exclude between 0.71% and 3.3% of sources
in each ﬁeld.
3.2. Selecting Initial Potential Close Pairs
Once an initial sample has been selected based on redshift
(see Section 2.4), we then search for projected close pairs
between the target and full galaxy samples. The initial search is
for close pairs that have a projected separation less than the
maximum angular separation across the full redshift range of
interest (corresponding to the desired physical separation).
Figure 4. Robust scatter (σNMAD: black circles, left-hand scale) and outlier
fraction ( >D+
∣ ∣ 0.15z
z1 spec
, blue triangles, right-hand scale) for the galaxies in our
samples with available high-quality spectroscopic redshifts and with photo-
metric redshift ﬁts that pass our selection criteria. The position of the ﬁlled
circle/triangle within each bin shows the average spectroscopic redshifts within
that bin. Error bars for the outlier fractions indicate the 1σ binomial
uncertainties, and lighter blue downward triangles indicate upper limits. For
the GOODS North ﬁeld, gray points (and the dotted line) illustrate the scatter
for the GOODS North + SHARDS redshift estimates.
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Duplicates are then removed from the initial list of close pairs
(with the primary galaxy determined as the galaxy with the
highest stellar mass at its corresponding best-ﬁt photo-z) to
create the list of galaxy pairs for the posterior analysis. Because
the posterior analysis makes use of all available information to
determine the pair fractions, it is simultaneously applied to all
galaxies within the initial sample, with the redshift and mass
ranges of interest determined by the selection functions and
integration limits outlined in the following sections.
3.3. The Pair Probability Function
For a given projected close pair of galaxies within the full
galaxy sample, the combined redshift probability function,
( )z , is deﬁned as
 = ´ ´+ =
´( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
( )z P z P z
P z P z
P z P z
N z
2
, 71 2
1 2
1 2
where P1(z) and P2(z) are the photo-z posteriors for the primary
and secondary galaxies in the projected pair. The normal-
ization, N(z)= (P1(z)+ P2(z))/2, is implicitly constructed such
that ò =¥ ( )N z dz 10 and ( )z therefore represents the number
of fractional close pairs at redshift z for the projected close pairs
being studied. Following Equation (7), when either P1(z) or
P2(z) is equal to zero, the combined probability ( )z also goes
to zero. This can be seen visually for the example galaxy pairs
in Figure 5 (black line). The total number of fractional pairs for
a given system is then given by
 ò= ¥ ( ) ( )z dz 8z 0
and can range between 0 and 1. As each initial target galaxy
can have more than one close companion, each potential galaxy
pair is analyzed separately and included in the total pair count.
Note that because the initial list of projected pairs is cleaned for
duplicates before analyzing the redshift posteriors, if the two
galaxies in a system (with redshift posteriors of P1(z) and P2(z))
both satisfy the primary galaxy selection function, the number
of pairs is not counted twice.
In Figure 5 we show three examples of projected pairs within
the DEEP region of CANDELS GOODS South that satisfy
the selection criteria applied in this work (Section 4). Two
of the the pairs have a high probability of being a real pair
within the redshift range of interest ( > 0.8), while the third
pair (middle panel) has only a partial chance of being at the
same redshift.
3.3.1. Validating Photometric Line-of-sight Probabilities with
Spectroscopic Pairs
Because of the relatively high spectroscopic completeness
within the CANDELS GOODS-S ﬁeld thanks to deep surveys
such as the MUSE UDF and WIDE surveys (Bacon et al. 2015;
Urrutia et al. 2018, respectively), precise spectroscopic
redshifts are available for a number of close projected pairs
within the ﬁeld. Calculating a mass-selected pair fraction based
on spectroscopic pairs is beyond the scope of this work because
of the corrections that are required for the complicated
spectroscopic selection functions. However, the sample of
available spectroscopic pairs does allow us to test the reliability
of the photo-z based line-of-sight pair probabilities (z).
After applying a magnitude cut based on the GOODS South
completeness limits and a stellar mass cut on the primary
galaxy of 9.7< log10(Må/Me), we ﬁnd all potential pairs by
searching for other galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts within
30 kpc of each primary galaxy. For each of these potential
pairs, we then calculate the integrated number of photo-z pairs,
 ò= ( )z dzz z
z
min
max , in four redshift bins from z= 0.5 to z= 6.
Figure 6 shows how the number of integrated photo-z pairs
compares to the number of spectroscopic pairs after applying
different cuts on velocity separation. We ﬁnd that the integrated
number of photo-z pairs is comparable to the spectroscopic pair
counts with velocity separations of up to <2000 km s−1 at all
redshifts.
Figure 5. Example redshift posteriors and integrated ( )z for three projected
pairs within the DEEP region of the GOODS South ﬁelds. In all panels, the
blue dashed line corresponds to the redshift PDF for the primary galaxy, while
the red dotted line is that of the projected companion. The solid black line
shows the cumulative integrated ( )z for the galaxy pair. Inset cutouts show
the H160 image centered on the primary galaxy (with arcsinh scaling), with the
primary and secondary galaxies to match their corresponding P(z). The black
circle illustrates the maximum pair-search radius at the peak of the primary
galaxy P(z).
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At low redshift, the photo-z pair probabilities overestimate
the number of pairs at separations of <500 km s−1, the typical
deﬁnition used in spectroscopic pair-fraction studies, by ≈50%.
However, above z> 1.5, we ﬁnd that the photo-z pairs are fully
consistent with the spectroscopic deﬁnition within the uncer-
tainties. In Section 4 and 5 we discuss how the redshift
dependence observed in Figure 6 affects our ﬁnal results and
the conclusions drawn. The cause of the redshift dependency
observed in Figure 6 is not immediately clear. Naively, we
would expect the increased photo-z scatter/outlier fraction at
high redshift to result in the photo-z measurements probing
broader velocity offsets. For now, we note that the photo-z pair
probabilities are able to effectively probe velocity separations
that are a factor of ≈3–12× smaller than the scatter within the
photo-zs themselves (Δv= 500 km s−1≈ 0.0017× (1+ z))
illustrating the power of the statistical pair-count approach.
3.3.2. Incorporating Physical Separation and Stellar Mass Criteria
The combined redshift probability function deﬁned in
Equation (7) (( )z ) takes into account only the line-of-sight
information for the potential galaxy pair, therefore two
additional redshift-dependent masks are required to enforce
the remaining desired pair-selection criteria. These masks are
binary masks, equal to one at a given redshift if the selection
criteria are satisﬁed and zero otherwise. As above, we follow
the notation outlined in LS15 and deﬁne the angular separation
mask,q ( )z , as
  q q q=q ⎧⎨⎩( )
( ) ( ) ( )z z z1, if
0, otherwise,
, 9min max
where the angular separation between the galaxies in a pair as a
function of redshift is denoted θ (z). The angular separation is a
function of the projected distance rp and the angular diameter
distance, dA(z), for a given redshift and cosmology, i.e.,
q =( ) ( )z r d zp Amax max and q =( ) ( )z r d zp Amin min .
The pair-selection mask, denoted as ( )zpair , is where our
method differs to that outlined by LS15. Rather than selecting
galaxy pairs based on the luminosity ratio, we instead select
based on the estimated stellar mass ratio. We deﬁne our pair-
selection mask as

  
 
 
=
⎧
⎨⎪
⎩⎪
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )z
M z M z M
M z M z
1, if
and
0, otherwise.
10pair
lim,1
,1 ,max
lim,2
,2
Here Må,1(z) and Må,2(z) are the stellar mass as a function of
redshift; details of how Må(z) is calculated for each galaxies are
discussed in Section 2.5. The ﬂux-limited mass cuts,  ( )M zlim,1
and  ( )M zlim,2 , are given by
  =( ) { ( )} ( )M z M M zmax , 11lim,1 min flux
and
  m=( ) { ( ) ( )} ( )M z M z M zmax , , 12lim,2 1 flux
respectively, where  ( )M zflux is the redshift-dependent mass-
completeness limit outlined in Section 3.4.1 and Mmin and
Mmax are the lower and upper ranges of our target sample of
interest. The mass ratio μ is typically deﬁned as μ> 1/4 for
major mergers and 1/10< μ< 1/4 for minor mergers.
Throughout this work we set μ= 1/4 by default, unless
otherwise stated.
The pair-selection mask ensures that the following criteria
are met at each redshift: ﬁrst, it ensures that the primary galaxy
is within the mass range of interest. Second, that the mass ratio
between the primary and secondary galaxy is within the desired
range (e.g., for selecting major or minor mergers). Finally, that
both the primary and secondary galaxy are above the mass-
completeness limit at the corresponding redshift. We note that
the ﬁrst criterion of Equation (10) also constitutes the selection
function for the primary sample, given by
   = ⎧⎨⎩( )
( ) ( ) ( )S z M z M z M1, if
0, otherwise.
13
lim,1
,1 ,max
With these three properties in hand for each potential
companion galaxy around our primary target, the pair-
probability function, PPF(z), is then given by
  = ´ ´q( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )z z z zPPF . 14pair
In Figure 7 we show the estimated stellar mass as a function
of redshift for the three example projected pairs shown in
Figure 5. Additionally, the redshift ranges where all three
additional pair-selection criteria are met are shown by the gray
shaded region. For the ﬁrst and third galaxy pairs with high
probability of being a pair along the line of sight, the separation
criteria and mass selection criteria are also satisﬁed at the
relevant redshift. In contrast, the second potential pair (with
 = 0.477z ) does not satisfy the stellar mass criteria at all
redshifts of interest and therefore has a signiﬁcantly reduced
ﬁnal pair-probability of ò =¥ ( )z dzPPF 0.2380 .
In Section 3.5 we outline how these individual pair-
probability functions are combined to determine the overall
pair fraction, but ﬁrst we outline the steps taken to correct for
selection effects within the data.
3.4. Correction for Selection Effects
As deﬁned by LS15, the pair-probability function in
Equation (14) is affected by two selection effects. First, the
incompleteness in search area around galaxies that are near the
image boundaries or near areas affected by bright stars
Figure 6. Ratio of total integrated photo-z pairs ( åi z i, ) to total number of
spectroscopic pairs as a function of velocity separation (Δv) and redshift for
projected close pairs within the CANDELS GOODS-S spectroscopic sample.
Data points for different velocity cuts are offset in redshift for clarity.
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(Section 3.4.2), and second, the selection in photometric
redshift quality (Section 3.4.3). In addition, because in this
work we use a ﬂux-limited sample rather than one that is
volume limited (as used by LS15), we must also include a
further correction to account for this fact.
3.4.1. The Redshift-dependent Mass-completeness Limit
Because the photometric survey we use includes regions of
different depth and high-redshift galaxies are by their very
nature quite faint, restricting our analysis to a volume-limited
sample would necessitate excluding the vast majority of the
available data. We therefore choose to use a redshift-dependent
mass-completeness limit determined by the ﬂux limit deter-
mined by the survey.
Because only a limited number of galaxy sources is
available, determining the strict mass completeness continu-
ously as a function of redshift entirely empirically (Pozzetti
et al. 2010) is not possible. Instead, we make use of a method
based on that of Pozzetti et al. (2010), using the available
observed stellar mass estimates to ﬁt a functional form for the
evolving 95% stellar mass-to-light limit.
Following Pozzetti et al. (2010), the binned empirical mass
limit is determined by selecting galaxies that are within a given
redshift bin, then scaling the masses of the faintest 20% such
that their apparent magnitude is equal to the ﬂux limit. The
mass-completeness limit for a given redshift bin is then deﬁned
as the mass corresponding to the 95th percentile of the scaled
mass range. To accurately cover the full redshift range of
interest, we apply this method to two separate sets of stellar
mass measurements. First at z 4 we use the best-ﬁtting stellar
masses estimated for each of the CANDELS photometry
catalogs used in this work. Second, at z 3.5 we make use of
the full set of high-redshift Monte Carlo samples of Duncan
et al. (2014) to provide improved statistics and incorporate the
signiﬁcant effects of redshift uncertainty on the mass estimates
in this regime.
The resulting mass completeness at z> 1 in bins with width
Δz= 0.5 is shown in Figure 8 assuming a ﬂux-limit equal to
the appropriate corresponding WIDE 2-depth 80% detection
completeness limit. Based on the binned empirical complete-
ness limits, we then ﬁt a simple polynomial function to the
observed Må/L redshift evolution. By doing so, we can
estimate the mass completeness as a continuous function of
redshift.
A common choice of template for estimating the strict Må/L
completeness is a maximally old single stellar population
(continuous blue line in the top panel of Figure 8, assuming a
formation redshift of z= 12 and subsolar metallicity of
Z= 0.2 Ze). However, because the vast majority of galaxies
above z∼ 3 are expected to be actively star forming, this
assumption signiﬁcantly overestimates the actual completeness
mass at high redshift (hence underestimates the completeness).
The redshift-dependent mass limit,  ( )M zflux , is deﬁned as
 = ´ -( ( )) ( ( ) ) ( )M z H z Hlog 0.4 , 15M L10 flux lim
where Hlim is the H160 magnitude at the ﬂux-completeness limit
in the ﬁeld or region of interest and  ( )H zM L is the H160
magnitude at a given redshift of the ﬁtted functional form
normalized to 1 Me. In the bottom panel of Figure 8 we show
the redshift-dependent mass limit corresponding to each of the
subﬁeld depths outlined in Section 2.3. Also shown in this plot
are lines corresponding to the stellar mass ranges we wish to
probe for major mergers (μ> 1/4) around galaxies with stellar
mass of 9.7< log10 Må 10.3 and log10 Må 10.3 (hatched
region).
For a primary galaxy with a mass close to the redshift-
dependent mass limit imposed by the selection criteria S(z), the
mass range within which secondary pairs can be included may
be reduced, i.e.,   m < <( ) ( ) ( )M z M z M z1 lim 1 . In Figure 9 we
illustrate this for a galaxy with log10 Må≈ 10.3 in the redshift
range 2.5< z 3 (red) and a log10 Må≈ 9.7 at 1.5< z< 2
(green). The darker shaded regions shows the area in the
parameter space of z versus Må where potential secondary
Figure 7. Redshift-dependent stellar mass estimations for the example close
pairs shown in Figure 5. In all panels the blue dashed line corresponds to the
stellar mass for the primary galaxy, while the red dotted line is that of the
projected companion. The blue shaded regions illustrate the range of secondary
galaxy masses that satisfy the selected merger ratio criteria - μ>1/4. Dashed
gray lines indicate the stellar mass selections applied in this study.
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galaxies with merger ratios >1/4 are excluded by the redshift-
dependent mass-completeness cut.
To correct for the potential galaxy pairs that may be lost by
the applied completeness limit, we make a statistical correction
based on the stellar mass functions (SMF) at the redshift of
interest - analogous to the luminosity function-based correc-
tions ﬁrst presented in Patton et al. (2000). The ﬂux-limit
weight, ( )w z2flux , applied to every secondary galaxy found
around each primary galaxy, is deﬁned as
=( )
( )
( )w z
W z
1
, 162
flux
2
where
 
 




ò
ò
f
f
=
m
( )
( ∣ )
( ∣ )
( )( )
( )
( )
( )
W z
M z dM
M z dM
, 17
M z
M z
M z
M z
2
lim
1
1
1
and f ( ∣ )M z is the stellar mass function at the corresponding
redshift. The redshift-dependent mass limit is  =( )M zlim
 m{ ( ) ( )}M z M zmax ,1 flux , where  ( )M zflux is deﬁned in
Equation (15) (dashed blue line in Figure 9). By applying this
weight to all pairs associated with a primary galaxy, we obtain
the pair statistics corresponding to    m ( ) ( ) ( )M z M z M z1 2 1
(the volume-limited scenario, e.g., the total red or green shaded
areas in Figure 9). Note that because this correction is based on
the statistically expected number density of galaxies as a
function of mass, representative numbers of detected secondary
galaxies above the completeness limit are still required.
As in Patton et al. (2000), we also assign additional weights
to the primary sample in order to minimize the error from
primary galaxies that are closer to the ﬂux limit (i.e., with
redshift posteriors weighted to higher redshifts) as these
galaxies will have fewer numbers of observed pairs. The
primary ﬂux weight, ( )w zflux1 is deﬁned as
 
 




ò
ò
f
f
= =( ) ( )
( ∣ )
( ∣ )
( )( )w z W z
M z dM
M z dM
, 18
M z
M
M
M1
flux
1
lim
max
min
max
where Mmin and Mmax are the lower and upper limits of the
mass range of interest for the primary galaxy sample, the
redshift-dependent lower limit is deﬁned as  =( )M zlim
 { ( )}M M zmax ,min flux , and the remaining parameters are as
outlined above. For volume-limited samples (where
 m<( ) ( )M z M zflux 1 at all redshifts), both of the ﬂux-limit
weights are equal to unity.
The SMF parameterizations as a function of redshift,
f ( ∣ )M z , are taken from Mortlock et al. (2014) at z 3, Santini
et al. (2012) at 3< z< 3.5, and Duncan et al. (2014) at z 3.5.
When selecting redshift bins in which to estimate the merger
fraction, we ensure that the bins are chosen to match the bins in
which the SMF are constrained (i.e., the SMF used to weight
the merger fraction is the same across the bin). Tests performed
when the same methodology is applied to wide-area data sets in
Mundy et al. (2017) indicate that results are robust to the choice
of speciﬁc SMF and that results presented later in the paper
would not be signiﬁcantly affected if alternative SMF were
Figure 8. Top:mass-completeness limit corresponding to the ﬂux limits of the
WIDE 2-depth subﬁelds in the CANDELS survey. Dark red circles correspond
to the 95% completeness limits at z3.5 derived from the stellar mass
estimates of Duncan et al. (2014), lighter red circles show the equivalent
estimates for the stellar mass estimates of this work for all ﬁve ﬁelds (smaller
circles show estimates for individual ﬁelds). The continuous blue line shows
the completeness limits corresponding to a maximally old (at a given redshift)
single-burst stellar population. The functional form (third-order polynomial)
ﬁtted to the empirical mass-completeness estimates is shown by the dashed red
line. Bottom:estimated mass-completeness limits for each of the subﬁeld
depths: the functional form for the 95% stellar mass-to-light limit has been
scaled to the 80% detection completeness limit for each subﬁeld (as determined
in Section 2.3). The shaded regions show the range of detection completeness
limits covered by the CANDELS ﬁelds (Table 1) with the area-weighted
average for each subﬁeld depth shown by the solid, dashed, and dotted blue
lines, respectively. Relevant mass selection limits are shown as horizontal red
dashed and dotted lines for illustrative purposes.
Figure 9. Illustration of the parameter space where the statistical stellar mass-
completeness correction is in effect. The example illustrates the relevant mass
limits and selection ranges for a redshift bin of two different bins within the
WIDE 2 subﬁelds: a primary mass selection of 9.7<log10(Må/Me)<10.3 at
1.5<z<2 (green) and a log10(Må/Me)>10.3 selection at 2.5<z<
3 (red).
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assumed. Furthermore, we note that this correction assumes
that the shape of the SMFs for satellite galaxies does not differ
from those measured for the full population. Observational
constraints at low redshift indicate that such an assumption is
valid (Weigel et al. 2016), but direct constraints at higher
redshift are not currently available.
3.4.2. Image Boundaries and Excluded Regions
A second correction that must be taken into account is to the
search area around primary galaxies that lie close to the
boundaries of the survey region. Because of the ﬁxed physical
search distance, this correction is also a function of redshift, so
it must be calculated for all redshifts within the range of
interest.
In addition to the area lost at the survey boundaries, it is also
necessary to correct for the potential search area lost due to the
presence of large stars and other artifacts around which no
sources are included in the catalog (see Section 3.2).
We have taken both of these effects into account when
correcting for the search areas by creating a mask image based
on the underlying photometry mosaics. First, we deﬁne the
image boundary based on the exposure map corresponding to
the H160 photometry used for object detection. Next, for every
source excluded from the sample catalog based on its
classiﬁcation as a star or image artifact by our photometric or
visual classiﬁcation, the area corresponding to that object (from
the photometry segmentation map) is set to zero in our mask
image. Finally, areas of photometry that are ﬂagged in the ﬂag
map (and excluded based on their corresponding catalog ﬂags)
are also set to zero.
To calculate the area around a primary galaxy that is
excluded by these effects, we perform aperture “photometry”
on the generated mask images. Photometry is performed in
annuli around each primary galaxy target, with inner and outer
radii of θmin(z) and θmax(z), respectively. The area weight is
then deﬁned as
=( )
( )
( )w z
f z
1
, 19area
area
where f area(z) is the sum of the normalized mask image within
the annulus at a given redshift divided by the sum over the
same area in an image with all values equal to unity. By
measuring the area in this way, we are able to automatically
take into account the irregular survey shape and any small
calculation errors from quantization of areas due to ﬁnite
pixel size.
Although we explore a relatively small survey in this study
(and although therefore a higher proportion of galaxies are
likely to lie near the image edge), the effect of the area weight
on the estimated pair fractions is very small. To quantify this,
we calculate the pair-averaged area weights, á ñwarea , such that
ò
òá ñ =
( ) ( )
( )
( )w
z w z dz
z dz
PPF
PPF
, 20i j
i j i
i jarea
,
,
area
,
where ( )w ziarea is the redshift-dependent area weight for a
primary galaxy i, and PPFi, j(z) the corresponding pair-
probability function for primary galaxy and a secondary galaxy
j. Of the full sample of primary galaxies, less than 10% have
average area weights greater than 1.01 (where a primary galaxy
has multiple pairs, we take the average of á ñwi jarea, over all
secondary galaxies). Furthermore, only ≈2% of primary
galaxies have average weights á ñ >w 1.1i jarea, and only 0.15%
have weights >1.5 (e.g., sources that lie very close to the edge
of the survey ﬁeld). The effects of area weights on the ﬁnal
estimated merger fractions will therefore be minimal. Never-
theless, we include these corrections in all subsequent analysis.
3.4.3. The Odds Sampling Rate
In the original method outlined in LS15 that was also applied
in Mundy et al. (2017), an additional selection was made based
on the photometric redshift quality, or odds parameter. The
original motivation for this additional selection criterion (and
subsequent correction), as outlined partially in Molino et al.
(2014), is that by enforcing the odds cut, the authors are able to
select a sample for which the posterior uncertainties are
accurate.
Because of the extensive magnitude-dependent photo-z
posterior calibration applied in this work and because our
resulting redshift posteriors are well calibrated at all magni-
tudes, we do not include this additional criterion. Therefore, we
do not apply the additional odds sampling rate weighting terms
outlined in Mundy et al. (2017).
3.4.4. The Combined Weights
Taking both of the above effects into account, the pair
weights for each secondary galaxy found around a galaxy
primary are given by
= ´ ´( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )w z w z w z w z . 212 1,area 1,flux 2,flux
The weights applied to every primary galaxy in the sample are
then given by
= ( ) ( )w w z . 221 1,flux
These weights are then applied to the integrated pair-
probability functions for each set of potential pairs to calculate
the merger fraction. The greatest contribution to the total
weights primarily comes from the secondary galaxy complete-
ness weights, w2,ﬂux(z), with additional non-negligible con-
tributions from the primary completeness. Furthermore, the
largest additional uncertainty in the total weights results from
the mass-completeness weights.
3.5. Final Integrated Pair Fractions
With the pair-probability function and weights calculated for
all potential galaxy pairs, the total integrated pair fractions can
then be calculated as follows. For each galaxy, i, in the primary
sample, the number of associated pairs, Nipair, within the
redshift range zmin<z<zmax is given by
òå= ´( ) ( ) ( )N w z z dzPPF , 23i
j z
z
j
jpair 2
min
max
where j indexes the number of potential close pairs found
around the primary galaxy, PPFj(z) the corresponding pair-
probability function (Equation (14)), and ( )w zj2, its pair weight
(Equation (21)). The corresponding weighted primary galaxy
contribution, N1,i, within the redshift bin is
òå= ´ ´( ) ( ) ( ) ( )N w z P z S z dz, 24i
i z
z
i i i1, 1, 1,
min
max
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where S1,i(z) is the selection function for the primary galaxies
given in Equation (13), Pi(z) is its normalized redshift
probability distribution, and w1,i is its weighting. In the case
of a primary galaxy with stellar mass in the desired range with
its redshift PDF contained entirely within the redshift range of
interest, N1,i=w1,i, and hence is always equal to or greater than
unity.
The estimated pair fraction fP is deﬁned as the number of
pairs found for the target sample divided by the total number of
galaxies in that sample. In the redshift range zmin< z< zmax, fP
is then given by
å
å= ( )f
N
N
, 25i
i
i i
P
pair,
1,
where i is summed over all galaxies in the primary sample. For
a ﬁeld consisting of different subﬁelds, this sum becomes
å å
å å= ( )f
N
N
, 26k i
k i
k i k i
P
pair, ,
1, ,
where k is indexed over the number of subﬁelds (e.g., 4: “Wide
1,” “Wide 2,” “Deep,” and “Ultra-deep”). The mass-complete-
ness limit used throughout the calculations is set by the
corresponding H160 depth within each ﬁeld.
4. Results
In this section we investigate the role of mergers in forming
massive galaxies up to z≈ 6. We ﬁrst investigate and describe a
purely observationally quantity, the pair fraction, using the full
posterior pair-count analysis described in the previous section,
within eight redshift bins from z= 0.5 to z= 6.5. We carry this
out within stellar mass cuts of 9.7< log10(Må/Me)< 10.3 and
log10(Må/Me)> 10.3. We also perform the pair searches in
annuli with projected separations of 5 rp 30. The minimum
radius of 5 kpc is typically used in pair-counting studies to
prevent confusion of close sources due to the photometric or
spectroscopic ﬁber resolution. Although the high-resolution
HST photometry allows for reliable deblending at radii smaller
than this (Laidler et al. 2007; Galametz et al. 2013), we adopt
this radius for consistency with previous results.
Later in this section, we then calculate observational
constraints placed on merger rates for these galaxies, using
physically motivated merger timescales to explore both the
merger rate per galaxy and the merger rate density over time
since z= 6.
4.1. Evolution of the Major Pair Fraction
4.1.1. Observed Pair Fractions in CANDELS
In this section we present measurements of the observed pair
fraction, fP of massive galaxies from z= 0.5 to z∼ 6 in the
combined CANDELS multiwavelength data sets. Our results
are shown in Figure 10, where we plot our derived pair
fractions for each of the ﬁve ﬁelds as well as the overall
constraints provided by the combined measurements. The
measured values and their corresponding statistical errors are
presented in Table 2. The errors on our fP values are estimated
using the common bootstrap technique of Efron (1979, 1981).
The standard error, sfP, is deﬁned as
å
s =
- á ñ
-
( )
( )
( )
f f
N 1
, 27f
i N
i
,
m, P
2
P
where f iP is the estimated merger fraction for a randomly drawn
sample of galaxies (with replacement) from the initial sample
(for N independent realizations) and á ñ = å( )f f Ni iP P, .
Only regions (i.e., “Wide 1,” “Wide 2,” “Deep” and “Ultra-
deep”) that are complete in stellar mass to the primary galaxy
selection mass at the upper redshift limit of the bin are included
in the estimate for a given ﬁeld. The same completeness cuts
are applied when the combined “All CANDELS” estimates are
calculated, and only the contributing data points are plotted in
Figure 10. When the combined pair-fraction estimates are
calculated, we include only one measurement from GOODS
North, speciﬁcally, the estimates incorporating the SHARDS
medium-band photometry.
As can be seen in Figure 10, there is a variance in the derived
pair fraction across the ﬁve CANDELS ﬁelds. However, given
the statistical uncertainties within each ﬁeld, we ﬁnd that the
individual measurements are consistent across the wide range
in redshifts. In all ﬁelds, we ﬁnd a systematic trend with
redshift, such that the pair fraction increases toward higher
redshifts for primary galaxies in both the 9.7< log10(Må/Me)<
10.3 and log10(Må/Me)> 10.3 mass-selected samples.
In the lower stellar mass bin explored in this work, the fall in
completeness for the shallower CANDELS ﬁelds is evident at
higher redshifts, with constraints provided primarily by the
HUDF region within the GOODS South ﬁeld. However,
overall, we ﬁnd that the pair counts for the lower mass range
show a similar increase in the pair fraction up to until z∼ 3.
Above this redshift, the constraints are limited to measurements
of the upper limit, i.e., ﬁnding no signiﬁcant probability of
pairs around the small number of galaxies that lie in the mass-
complete sample (where the upper limit therefore derives from
the Poisson error upper limit on a count of zero; see
Gehrels 1986).
4.1.2. Comparison to Literature
A large number of previous studies have explored the
redshift evolution of galaxy pair counts in mass- or (absolute)
magnitude-selected samples (Le Fèvre et al. 2000; Conselice
et al. 2003; Kartaltepe et al. 2007; Bluck et al. 2009, 2012;
Bundy et al. 2009; López-Sanjuan et al. 2010, 2015; Man et al.
2011, 2016; Ferreras et al. 2014). However, these past studies
employ a wide range of criteria in selecting close pairs (mass
ranges, separation radius, line-of-sight selection/correction
methods), making direct comparisons with the observations
presented in this work difﬁcult. The majority of merger rate
studies typically focus on the most massive galaxies, i.e.,
log10(Må/Me)>11. For studies at z>1, such massive
galaxies are above our typical ﬂux- and mass-completeness
limits and are bright enough to obtain an accurate spectroscopic
redshift, they therefore represent the most robust samples
studied to date (Bluck et al. 2009; Man et al. 2011). However,
given that these massive galaxies are increasingly rare at higher
redshifts (Ilbert et al. 2013; Muzzin et al. 2013; Mortlock et al.
2014; Duncan et al. 2014), the small ﬁeld of view of the
CANDELS ﬁelds does not probe a large enough volume to
detect statistically signiﬁcant samples of these galaxies. We are
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therefore unable to compare our results with these previous
works at the same mass limit log10(Må/Me)>11, regardless
of any difference in pair-selection radii.
Nevertheless, a range of literature results that select galaxy
pairs with comparable mass and pair-separation criteria exist. In
Figure 11 we plot the combined CANDELS major merger pair-
count observations presented in this work alongside other
published measurements that employ the same mass limits and
projected separation cuts.
From Mundy et al. (2017) we plot the pair fractions for the
three wide-area optical surveys used in that work for a primary
galaxy mass cut of log10(Må/Me)>10.3 following the same
method employed in this paper (private communication).
Additionally, we plot the recent results of Mantha et al.
(2018), who employ a different pair-count methodology to the
same underlying CANDELS photometric data sets. To
illustrate the latest results on spectroscopic pair counts at high
redshift, in the upper panel of Figure 11 we plot the major pair
fractions presented by Ventou et al. (2017) for spectro-
scopically selected pairs with separation < 25 kpc and primary
galaxy stellar mass log10(Må/Me)>9.5 (median masses from
9.9log10(Må/Me)10.3). In the lower panel of Figure 11
we plot the pair fraction over the redshift 1.9<z<4 as
presented by Tasca et al. (2014), with pairs also deﬁned by
<25 kpc separation and a median primary galaxy mass of
log10(Må/Me)=10.3. Both sets of spectroscopic measure-
ments are in good agreement with the higher pair fractions
measured in this work.14
Finally, we also plot the parameterized pair-fraction evol-
ution calculated for the EAGLE (Schaye et al. 2014)
hydrodynamical simulation presented by Qu et al. (2017).
Although the mass limits and merger ratio selections presented
in Qu et al. (2017) closely match the ranges explored in this
work, we note that the pair-separation criteria they employed
are dependent on the half-stellar mass of each primary galaxy
and are therefore mass and redshift dependent (typically
between 10 and 30 kpc for the redshift and mass range
presented here). We therefore caution against overinterpreting
Figure 10. Estimated major merger fraction as a function of redshift for galaxies with stellar mass 9.7<log10(Må/Me)<10.3 (top) and log10(Må/Me)>10.3
(bottom). In each ﬁgure we show the estimated pair fraction for each individual CANDELS ﬁeld alongside the combined estimate (larger black points). Results from
each ﬁeld are only plotted if the mass-completeness requirements are satisﬁed. Only our deepest data, from the Hubble Ultra Deep Field data in the GOODS-S, are
shown in the upper panel at z>3.
14 We note that while the naming convention varies between studies (e.g.,
“companion fraction”; Mantha et al. 2018), all literature values we plotted
correspond to the same observational quantity: the number of galaxy pairs
divided by the number of primary galaxies within the sample.
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any comparison between the simulation results and those
presented in this work.
In addition to the literature comparison, in Figure 11 we also
plot our best-ﬁt parameterization of the observations presented
in this work. The redshift evolution of the galaxy pair fraction
has been previously parametrized in a number of ways, but
primarily as a power law with respect to (1+ z) such that the
observed pair fraction goes as
= ´ +( ) ( ) ( )f z f z1 . 28P 0 m
However, other studies have found that the pair, and thus
inferred merger, fraction shows evidence of a decline at
redshifts higher than around z∼1.5 to z∼2.5 (e.g., Conselice
et al. 2008; Man et al. 2016; Mantha et al. 2018). To test
whether there is any statistical evidence for a turnover in the
pair fraction at high redshift, we therefore ﬁt both the power-
law form and a two-component model of a power-law form and
an exponential:
t= ´ + ´ +( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )f z f z z1 exp 1 . 29P 0 m
We ﬁt these two models to the observational results in both
mass ranges using a likelihood-based regression optimized
through Markov chain Monte Carlo ﬁtting (Foreman-Mackey
et al. 2013) and incorporating an additional intrinsic scatter term,
s, within the uncertainties such that s s= + ( )s f zftot2 2 2 P 2P . In all
ﬁts we use a permissive prior that is ﬂat in linear space with very
broad boundary conditions for the shape parameters and a ﬂat log
prior for the intrinsic scatter, s. The resulting median values and
marginalized 1σ uncertainties for both sets of parameterizations
are presented in Table 3 alongside the Bayesian information
criterion (BIC) for each ﬁt.
Based on the BIC, we ﬁnd that there is no strong statistical
evidence (ΔBIC> 10) for a power law plus exponential form
for the evolution of the pair fraction in either mass bin. Rather,
we ﬁnd that the two models are formally indistinguishable
(0<ΔBIC< 4) given our statistical uncertainties. This result
is in contrast to the conclusions drawn by Mantha et al. (2018)
from pair-count measurements based on the same underlying
data sets. We attribute this difference primarily to the
incorporation of ﬂux-limit corrections that account for pairs
that are unobserved due to selection effects (as is also done in
Mundy et al. 2017).
We note that in choosing to ﬁt the power-law distribution to
binned data, we are potentially subject to biases in the best-
ﬁtting power-law slope (Goldstein et al. 2004; Bauke 2007). A
quantitative comparison of the best-ﬁtting slopes should
therefore be made with this caveat in mind. However, our
key conclusions regarding the statistical evidence for or against
a redshift turnover are robust to this problem.
4.1.3. The Effects of Photometric Redshift Precision on Measured Pair
Counts
In Figure 10 we present pair-fraction measurements for the
CANDELS GOODS North ﬁeld using two separate photo-z
estimates, both with and without the inclusion of the SHARDS
medium-band photometry (Pérez González et al. 2013). As
illustrated in Figure 4, the photo-z estimates incorporating
SHARDS are ∼5× more precise at z1.5 than those without.
We are therefore able to explore the effect of redshift precision
on the results obtained by our pair-count methodology given
the same galaxy sample.
Across all redshift bins, we ﬁnd that the observed pair
fractions between both GOODS North estimates are in
agreement within the statistical uncertainties. However, the
GOODS North + SHARDS pair fractions are systematically
lower by ≈30% on average at these redshifts - comparable to
the scatter observed between different CANDELS ﬁelds.
To further investigate the effect of redshift uncertainty and
the reliability of our pair-count method, we perform an
additional test to investigate the potential for residual
contamination of the observed pair counts by chance line-of-
sight projections. Previous attempts to estimate pair counts
Table 2
Major Merger Pair Fractions in the CANDELS Fields
9.7<log10(Må/Me)<10.3
z GS GN GN (SHARDS) COSMOS UDS EGS All
0.5z<1.0 0.063±0.020 0.073±0.018 0.061±0.017 0.069±0.015 0.046±0.016 0.084±0.022 0.065±0.007
1.0z<1.5 0.074±0.021 0.091±0.023 0.078±0.021 0.125±0.023 0.088±0.021 0.140±0.024 0.104±0.010
1.5z<2.0 0.133±0.032 0.132±0.026 0.146±0.033 0.188±0.030 0.142±0.025 0.200±0.027 0.167±0.012
2.0z<2.5 0.201±0.056 0.123±0.051 0.117±0.047 <0.913 0.241±0.049 0.250±0.039 0.222±0.023
2.5z<3.0 0.224±0.064 0.198±0.069 0.206±0.057 0.216±0.041
3.0z<3.5 <0.384 <0.387
log10(Må/Me)>10.3
z GS GN GN (SHARDS) COSMOS UDS EGS All
0.5z<1.0 0.041±0.025 0.068±0.023 0.044±0.019 0.061±0.016 0.065±0.022 0.053±0.019 0.054±0.008
1.0z<1.5 0.047±0.022 0.067±0.025 0.051±0.020 0.049±0.021 0.055±0.019 0.075±0.019 0.057±0.008
1.5z<2.0 0.049±0.025 0.084±0.027 0.075±0.027 0.092±0.024 0.069±0.021 0.147±0.028 0.093±0.011
2.0z<2.5 0.087±0.050 0.053±0.029 0.050±0.026 0.112±0.040 0.054±0.026 0.150±0.045 0.090±0.015
2.5z<3.0 0.085±0.047 0.150±0.060 0.119±0.045 0.120±0.058 0.083±0.040 0.099±0.050 0.100±0.019
3.0z<3.5 0.119±0.102 0.270±0.140 0.156±0.099 0.220±0.126 0.109±0.070 0.097±0.078 0.141±0.038
3.5z<4.5 <0.182 0.249±0.153 <0.214 0.197±0.126 <0.168 0.101±0.078 0.118±0.038
4.5z<5.5 <0.307 0.437±0.190 0.229±0.186 <0.334 0.410±0.337 0.184±0.152 0.221±0.081
5.5z<6.5 <0.549 <0.301 <0.275 0.783±0.552 0.386±0.238 0.374±0.146
Note.Estimated pair fractions from PDF analysis, as plotted in Figure 10. Quoted errors include the bootstrapped errors calculated following Equation (27). As
discussed in the text, the presented pair fractions only include regions (i.e., “Wide 1,” “Wide 2,” “Deep” and “Ultra-deep”) in the estimate for a given ﬁeld that are
complete in stellar mass to the primary galaxy selection mass at the upper redshift limit for a given redshift bin.
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using photo-zs have estimated the number of true galaxy pairs
by subtracting a statistical estimate of the number of random
line-of-sight pairs from the observed pair counts. This
correction is typically done using Monte Carlo simulations
where the source positions have been randomized across the
ﬁeld, (e.g., Kartaltepe et al. 2007; Mantha et al. 2018). In
Mantha et al. (2018), the chance pairs at separations of <30 kpc
were found to contribute between ∼75% to 85% of the
observed pairs for a stellar mass cut of log10 Må>10.3.
A key advantage of our method is that it does not treat the
projected pairs as a binary, i.e., contributing either 0 or 1 to
the pair count. Rather, the probabilistic pair count accounts for
Figure 11. Estimated major merger fraction as a function of redshift for galaxies with stellar mass 9.7<log10(Må/Me)<10.3 (top) and log10(Må/Me)>10.3
(bottom). Also shown are the merger fractions from close-pair statistics of Tasca et al. (2014), Mundy et al. (2017), Ventou et al. (2017), and Mantha et al. (2018).
Gray dotted and dashed lines indicate the function form for galaxy pair counts in the EAGLE simulation of Qu et al. (2017). The golden and orange (power law and
power-law + exponential model, respectively) lines and shaded regions show the median and 1σ range for our two model ﬁts, based on 100 random draws from the
ﬁnal Markov chain Monte Carlo ﬁtting.
Table 3
Evolution of the Major Merger Pair Fraction
Mass Bin f0 m τ s BIC
Power law
9.7<log10 Må<10.3 -+0.024 0.0040.005 -+1.775 0.1960.205 L -+0.009 0.0090.100 −121.5
log10 Må>10.3 -+0.032 0.0070.009 -+0.844 0.2350.216 L -+0.002 0.0020.036 −218.1
Power law + Exponential
9.7<log10 Må<10.3 -+0.030 0.0070.009 -+4.431 1.5901.721 - -+1.028 0.6720.621 -+0.010 0.0100.094 −120.2
log10 Må>10.3 -+0.033 0.0070.008 -+0.439 0.9391.085 -+0.131 0.3630.291 -+0.001 0.0010.024 −214.7
Note.Median and marginalized 1σ uncertainties for the ﬁts to the combined pair counts of this work (Table 2) for the power law and power law plus exponential
functional forms in Equations (28) and (29), respectively. Fits assume a prior that is ﬂat in linear space for the shape parameters and a ﬂat log prior for the intrinsic
scatter, s, with very broad boundary conditions. Also shown are the corresponding BIC parameters for each ﬁt.
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the fact that even though the 1σ photo-z uncertainties of two
galaxies may overlap, the integrated possibility of the two
galaxies being at the same redshift will be less than one.15 If the
method is performing as designed, chance projected pairs that
are unassociated should therefore not contribute signiﬁcantly to
the pair count.
However, as illustrated by the comparison with spectroscopic
pairs in Section 3.3.1, there may still remain some contamination
at low redshift from chance projections due to imperfect or outlier
photo-zs. Owing to the inhomogeneity in depth across many of
the CANDELS ﬁelds, it is not trivial to create fully releastic
random catalogs that account for the variation in depth (and
hence relative source counts). We therefore perform our test on
EGS because it is the most homogeneous ﬁeld: more than 80% of
its area have almost identical H160 limiting magnitudes, and the
remaining area has very similar depths. These results can be
generalized accross all of our CANDELS ﬁelds.
To estimate the residual contamination from unassociated
projected pairs, we produce 10 catalogs where the source
positions have been redrawn randomly from within the H160
observation footprint and run the full pair-count analysis for the
log10 Må>10.3 stellar mass cut. The background contamina-
tion is then estimated based on the median pair count over the
10 random catalogs. Averaged over all redshift bins, we ﬁnd
that the random pairs can account for 29% of the observed pairs
in this ﬁeld—directly comparable to the difference we see for
the high-precision SHARDS sample compared to the broad-
band-only measurements. This fraction also represents a
conservative upper limit due to increased signal from the
larger scale clustering at a given redshift over the ﬁeld (while
positions were randomized, the redshift distributions still
represent those of the small survey area). Regardless, the
maximum size of this effect is not large.
When ﬁtting the power law and power law plus exponential
models to the EGS ﬁeld data points alone, we ﬁnd that our
conclusions on the redshift evolution of the pair fraction are
unchanged. The best-ﬁtting power law for the EGS pair
fractions before subtracting the contamination is
= ´ +-+ -+( ) ( )f z z0.045 1 .0.0140.019 0.762 0.3590.328
After subtracting the contamination for chance pairs, we ﬁnd
= ´ +-+ -+( ) ( )f z z0.043 1 .0.0170.026 0.488 0.5450.474
The power-law-only parameterization remains the best ﬁt after
subtraction of the random pairs, but formally, the two models
are still statistically indistinguishable (ΔBIC= 2.7). As this
effect is not large enough to affect any of the conclusions
presented in the following section and has not been applied to
previous studies (Mundy et al. 2017), we do not apply the
correction to the full pair-fraction results. In Section 5 we
discuss further how this systematic might effect the conclusions
on the merger history of massive galaxies.
4.2. Minor Merger Pair Fractions
Minor mergers, with mass ratios between 10:1 and 4:1, are
predicted in some galaxy formation models as one of the dominant
ways in which mass is added to massive galaxies. However,
almost no direct observational information is available to determine
the role of minor mergers (some studies such as that of Ownsworth
et al. 2014 observationally infer their importance). This quantity
was previously examined in more massive galaxies by Bluck et al.
(2012) for the GOODS NICMOS Survey, and more recently by
Man et al. (2016) and Mundy et al. (2017). The depth of the
CANDELS data used in this work means that we can investigate
the pair fraction for galaxies in our sample down to mass ratios as
low as 20:1 or lower. While we are not able to measure these ratios
out to our highest redshifts of z∼6 because of the mass-
completeness limits, we can investigate the evolution of these
minor pairs over the epoch of peak galaxy formation (z3).
In Figure 12 we show the measured cumulative pair fraction
for ﬁve different redshift ranges between 0.5z<3. We plot
these pair fractions fP as a function of the mass ratio
μ=Må,pri/Må,sec where “pri” and “sec” denote the stellar
mass of the more and less massive galaxy involved in the
merger, respectively. As expected, we ﬁnd that the cumulative
merger fraction smoothly increases with mass ratio. To
parameterize the pair fractions as a function of mass ratio μ,
we ﬁt the following functional form for each redshift bin:
m m> = ´ -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( )f A
1
1 . 30
B
P
Table 4 shows the corresponding parameter ﬁts for each of
the redshift bins. As can be seen through these ﬁts, there is no
signiﬁcant change in the slope of this relation between merger
mass ratio and the resulting pair fraction. The shallow slope we
ﬁnd for the cumulative pair fractions indicates that at larger
mass ratio differences (smaller μ), the observed pair fraction
decreases for greater mass ratios (more minor mergers). This
result qualitatively conﬁrms the ﬁndings of Man et al. (2016)
and Mundy et al. (2017) for more massive samples of galaxies.
Similarly, within this range, we do not see a signiﬁcant
decline in the values for the normalization (A) either, such that
the observed history of galaxy pairs over this redshift range
from 0.5<z<3 is fairly constant, as seen previously in the
redshift evolution of the pair fraction for major mergers
(Figure 11). This suggests that minor mergers are following the
major mergers in terms of their commonality at these redshifts.
4.3. Evolution of Galaxy Merger Rates
The major or minor merger pair fraction is a purely
observational quantity and not a fundamental parameter to
derive evolution (such as the star formation rate). Furthermore,
comparisons of pair fractions between different redshift bins
and methodologies can be difﬁcult because different methods
of ﬁnding mergers have different timescale sensitivities. This is
analogous to measuring the star formation rate using, e.g., UV
ﬂuxes, Hα ﬂuxes, or far-IR ﬂuxes. Each ﬂux is a representation
of some aspect of the star formation rate, but each one is
sensitive only to certain types of stars and over certain
timescales. Thus the conversion between ﬂux and star
formation rate for these different ﬂuxes has to be done
differently for each method. Likewise, a similar situation exists
when we examine pair and merger fractions that are measured
using different mass/luminosity criteria and different separa-
tions, and when pairs or structure/morphology are used.
A more fundamental property of interest is therefore the
merger rate, either the average time between mergers per
galaxy () or the overall merger rate, speciﬁcally, the merger
rate density measured in units of comoving Mpc3 (denoted Γ in
this work).
15 Conversely, two galaxies separated in redshift by more than 1σ will still
have a non-zero possibility of being at the same redshift.
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4.3.1. Major Merger Rates
Conversion of the observed pair fraction to a merger rate per
galaxy is typically deﬁned as
  t> =
> ´( ) ( )
( )
( )M z f M z C
z
,
,
, 31P
merg
m
where fP(>Må, z) is the pair fraction at redshift z and masses
greater than Må (Section 4.1), Cmerg is the average fraction of
those pairs that will eventually merge into a single galaxy, and
τm(z) is the corresponding merger timescale at a given redshift.
The merger timescale can be derived either empirically
(Conselice 2009) or through simulations (Kitzbichler &
White 2008; Lotz et al. 2010a, 2010b; Snyder et al. 2017),
with different morphology or pair criteria having different
timescales within the merger process. Simulations using N-
body models of this merger process have measured the
timescales for mergers of galaxies with different masses, mass
ratios, and other merger properties (Lotz et al. 2010a).
Typically, these have been found by, e.g., Conselice (2009)
and Lotz et al. (2010a) to be around τm=0.3–0.7 Gyr for pairs
with a projected separation of 20 and 30 kpc, respectively.
Figure 12.Measured pair fractions as a function of merger ratio, 1/μ, for three different redshift bins. Left-hand panels show the pair fractions for each individual ﬁeld
alongside the combined estimate. In the right-hand column we present the combined measurement for all ﬁve CANDELS ﬁelds (black points) and the best-ﬁt
parameterizations (Equation (30)) and corresponding 1σ uncertainties. The best-ﬁt curve from 0.5z<1.0 is plotted again for comparison in the higher redshift bins
(dashed red line).
Table 4
Merger Ratio Dependence of Pair Fractions
Redshift log10(A) B
0.5z<1.0 - -+1.472 0.0400.037 -+0.413 0.0410.042
1.0z<1.5 - -+1.522 0.0390.037 -+0.540 0.0390.040
1.5z<2.0 - -+1.291 0.0330.032 -+0.515 0.0400.041
2.0z<2.5 - -+1.299 0.0510.046 -+0.491 0.0760.078
2.5z<3.0 - -+1.346 0.0780.065 -+0.582 0.1470.160
Note.Best-ﬁt parameters for the functional form ﬁtted to the cumulative pair
fraction as a function of merger ratio (see Equation (37)).
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These values are based on the average timescales for those
separations and similar (baryonic) mass ratios of 1:3.
The additional factor, Cmerg, is necessary because two
galaxies that appear as a pair only have some probability to
merge over a given timescale. The orbital parameters of some
galaxy pairs can result in a very long dynamical friction
timescale, resulting in a merger timescale longer than the
Hubble time. From simulations, this value computed over all
possible merging scenarios is typically Cmerg=0.6 (Conselice
2014), but this value will also depend on the speciﬁc mass and
is redshift dependent.
In this work we estimate the merger rates using the redshift-
dependent merger observability timescale of Snyder et al.
(2017), such that
  t> =
>( ) ( )
( )
( )M z f M z
z
,
,
. 32P
P
The redshift-dependent merger observability timescale,
τP(z), is calculated by modeling the timescale required to
reconcile the intrinsic merger rates of galaxies in the Illustris
simulation (Genel et al. 2014; Vogelsberger et al. 2014) with
the estimated pair counts of galaxies from the simulation. This
evolving timescale incorporates the effects accounted for by
Cmerg in Equation (31), and is deﬁned as
t = ´ + -( ) ( ) ( )z z2.4 1 Gyr. 33P 2
We note that the pair criteria employed by Snyder et al. (2017)
differ from those in this work, with a primary galaxy mass range
of 10.5<log10(Må/Me)<11 and pair-separation radii of 10 to
50 kpc. The overall normalization of the timescales therefore
represents a signiﬁcant systematic uncertainty, particularly in the
case of the 9.7<log10(Må/Me)<10.3 sample. Despite these
systematic uncertainties, our assumed observability timescales
presented by Snyder et al. (2017) represent the best currently
available and the most plausible avenue for inferring merger rates
from observed pair counts. In addition to these systematic
uncertainties, we also highlight that there is likely signiﬁcant
scatter in the merging timescales on a pair-by-pair basis (see
Figure 6 of Snyder et al. 2017).
With these caveats in mind, in Figure 13 (and in Table 5), we
present the merger rate per galaxy as a function of redshift
implied by the observed pair counts in this work. We ﬁnd an
increase in the merger rate over all redshifts such that the
highest merger rates are found for galaxies at the highest
redshifts where we can probe. In Figure 13 we also plot the
best-ﬁt power law and power law+exponential parameteriza-
tions from Table 3 convolved with the observability timescale.
The pair-count results of Mundy et al. (2017), Mantha et al.
(2018), and Ventou et al. (2017) converted using the same
merger timescale are also shown.
In the higher mass bin we ﬁnd that there is excellent
agreement with the merger rates measured in the Illustris
hydrodynamical simulation by Rodriguez-Gomez et al. (2015).
However, at 9.7<log10(Må/Me)<10.3, the pair counts
measured for the CANDELS ﬁelds imply merger rates that
are signiﬁcantly higher than those presented in Illustris (Snyder
et al. 2017).
Although more informative than the merger fraction alone,
the merger rate per galaxy is an average over all galaxies at a
given mass and redshifts. We are also interested in knowing
what the true merger rate is - that is, how many mergers are
occurring per unit time per unit volume as a function of
redshift. Similarly to previous studies, we deﬁne the comoving
merger rate density, Γ, as
   tG > = > -( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )M z f M z n M z z, , , , 34p c P 1
where fp(>Må, z) is, as before, the mass- and redshift-dependent
galaxy pair fraction, nc(>Må, z) the comoving number density
for galaxies with stellar mass > Må, and τP(z) the redshift-
dependent merger observability timescale. The comoving number
densities for galaxies with 9.7<log10(Må/Me)<10.3 and
log10(Må/Me)10.3 are estimated from the same SMF para-
meterizations used for the mass-completeness weights: Mortlock
et al. (2014) at z3, Santini et al. (2012) at 3<z<3.5, and
Duncan et al. (2014) at z3.5.
Errors on the number densities are estimated by perturbing
the Schechter function parameters based on their quoted errors
and recalculating the integrated number density. This step is
then repeated 104 times, and the lower and upper 1σ errors are
taken as the 16th and 84th percentiles.
In Figure 14 we show the resulting merger rates calculated
following Equation (34) (see also Table 6). We also compare in
Figure 13. Estimated major merger rate per galaxy as a function of redshift for
galaxies with stellar mass 9.7<log10(Må/Me)<10.3 (top) and log10(Må/Me)>
10.3 (bottom) assuming the redshift-dependent merger timescales of Snyder et al.
(2017). Also shown are the merger rates based on the close-pair statistics of
Mundy et al. (2017), Ventou et al. (2017), and Mantha et al. (2018), assuming the
same redshift-dependent timescale. The golden line and shaded region in each
ﬁgure show the best-ﬁtting power-law model from Figure 10 converted into
merger rates using our assumed merger timescales (Equation (33)). The right-hand
scale illustrates the inferred speciﬁc mass accretion rate through major mergers
based on the observed merger rate (see text). For reference, we also show the
observed speciﬁc star formation rates for similar mass galaxies as a function of
redshift (green shaded region; Speagle et al. 2014).
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Figure 14 our results with those from Mundy et al. (2017) and
Mantha et al. (2018).
Here we see that the volume merger rates for the mass-
selected samples are relatively constant with redshift, but have
signiﬁcant uncertainties in the highest redshift bins (the
statistical uncertainties are dominated by the poor constraints
on the high-mass end of the SMF). Given the additional
statistical uncertainties in the cumulative number densities, the
results for Γ are in signiﬁcantly less tension than for .
4.3.2. Minor Merger Rates
Despite the strong observational constraints on the evolution
of the pair fraction as a function of merger ratio, it is not
currently possible to derive strong conclusions on the actual
minor merger rates and their corresponding mass growth. As
illustrated in the previous section, assumptions on the merger
timescales used to convert pair fractions into merger rates have
signiﬁcant effects on the estimated merger rates. Detailed
simulations of the merger timescale as a function of mass, mass
ratio, and redshift (whether physical or observability) are not
currently available.
Simulations of isolated mergers at low redshift indicate that
the timescales of minor mergers could be longer than those of
major mergers (Lotz et al. 2010a, 2010b); for mass ratios of
1:9, the average timescale increases by only ≈50%. The effect
of longer timescales would be to decrease the predicted merger
rate for minor mergers compared to that for major mergers,
reducing their importance as a channel for galaxy growth.
However, these simulations do not take into account the
broader effects of projection effects and redshift uncertainties
explored by Snyder et al. (2017), which may dominate the
merger timescales for pair counts at high redshift. The
observational results presented here illustrate that when such
simulations are available, it will be possible to place detailed
constraints on the complete merger histories of galaxies out to
these high redshifts.
Table 5
Merger Rate per Galaxy, 
Redshift Merger Rate per Galaxy,  [Gyr−1]
9.7<log10(Må/Me)<10.3
0.5z<1.0 0.08±0.01
1.0z<1.5 0.22±0.02
1.5z<2.0 0.53±0.04
2.0z<2.5 0.97±0.09
2.5z<3.0 1.26±0.21
3.0z<3.5 <2.91
3.5z<4.5 <14.15
log10(Må/Me)>10.3
0.5z<1.0 0.07±0.01
1.0z<1.5 0.12±0.02
1.5z<2.0 0.29±0.03
2.0z<2.5 0.39±0.06
2.5z<3.0 0.58±0.10
3.0z<3.5 1.07±0.25
3.5z<4.5 1.21±0.37
4.5z<5.5 3.29±1.07
5.5z<6.5 7.59±2.69
Note.Based on the merger fractions presented in Table 2. As discussed in the
text, conversion from pair fractions into merger rates assumes a redshift-
dependent merger timescale, Equation (33), from Snyder et al. (2017).
Figure 14. Estimated comoving major merger rate as a function of redshift for
galaxies with stellar mass 9.7<log10(Må/Me)<10.3 (top) and log10(Må/Me)>
10.3 (bottom) assuming the redshift-dependent merger timescales of Snyder et al.
(2017). Also shown are the merger rates based on the close-pair statistics of
Mundy et al. (2017) and Mantha et al. (2018), assuming the same redshift-
dependent timescale. The right-hand scale illustrates the inferred mass accretion
rate density from major mergers based on the observed merger rate (see text).
Table 6
Comoving Merger Rate Density, Γ
Redshift Merger Rate Density, Γa
9.7<log10(Må/Me)<10.3
0.5z<1.0 -+4.72 1.692.06
1.0z<1.5 -+3.61 0.840.93
1.5z<2.0 -+4.85 1.311.64
2.0z<2.5 -+7.76 3.174.35
2.5z<3.0 -+7.99 4.125.67
3.0z<3.5 <94.83
3.5z<4.5 <345.28
log10(Må/Me)>10.3
0.5z<1.0 -+1.80 0.790.99
1.0z<1.5 -+1.24 0.340.37
1.5z<2.0 -+1.35 0.440.52
2.0z<2.5 -+1.29 0.620.82
2.5z<3.0 -+1.28 0.701.00
3.0z<3.5 -+3.65 2.694.70
3.5z<4.5 -+0.92 1.084.60
4.5z<5.5 -+2.28 2.9964.87
5.5z<6.5 -+1.01 1.37171.86
Note.Comoving number densities for the mass-selected samples are calculated
from the corresponding stellar mass functions as described in the text.
a Merger rate density in 10−4Gyr−1Mpc−3.
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4.4. Merger Mass Accretion Rates
The rapid rise in merger rates per galaxy observed in
Figure 13 mirrors that observed in the speciﬁc star formation
rate (sSFR) evolution of galaxies over this period, (e.g.,
Schenker et al. 2013; Stark et al. 2013; Duncan et al. 2014;
Speagle et al. 2014, and references therein). Growth through
major mergers may therefore still represent a signiﬁcant role in
the formation of the earliest galaxies at z>3, a fundamental
prediction of hierarchical structure formation. Based on simple
assumptions for the average mass accreted per major merger, in
this section we present estimates of the stellar mass growth
corresponding to the merger rates presented in Section 4.3.
Because of the large systematic uncertainty inherent in the
conversion from pair fractions into merger rates, an interpreta-
tion of results from more complex modeling approaches would
still be dominated by the same systematic limitations.
4.4.1. Speciﬁc Mass Accretion Rates
Analogous to the sSFR, the speciﬁc mass accretion rate can
simply be deﬁned as  m=˙ ( ) ¯M M z , where m¯ is the median
mass ratio. By integrating the distribution of pair fraction as a
function of merger ratio presented at 2.5<z<3 in Figure 12,
we calculate an average “major merger” mass ratio of
m =¯ 0.53. Based on the lack of observed evolution in pair
fraction as a function of mass ratio (Figure 12), we make the
assumption of m =¯ 0.53 at all redshifts. In Figure 13 we plot
the resulting speciﬁc mass accretion rate for our sample in the
right-hand twin axis. We ﬁnd values for the speciﬁc mass
accretion rate that vary between 0.07 and ∼7 Gyr−1 for the
major mergers in our sample.
Also plotted in Figure 13 for reference is the median sSFR
(plus intrinsic scatter) for star-forming galaxies out to z∼6, as
described by the functional form presented in Speagle et al.
(2014). During the period of peak galaxy formation (1< z< 3),
star formation in massive galaxies is clearly the dominant form
of mass growth. However, modulo the large systematic
uncertainties in both estimates, the sSFR and speciﬁc merger
mass accretion rate begin to converge at z>3. This implies
that at the highest redshifts, the amount of mass added to
galaxies through major mergers may be directly comparable to
that added by in situ star formation.
However, it is also the case that some of the star formation
we see is being produced in the merging events associated with
these galaxies. We cannot separate at this point the merger
contributed to the non-merger triggered star formation, but
sufﬁce it to say, a signiﬁcant fraction of the mass in these
galaxies is being added in some form by the merger process.
4.4.2. Mass Accretion Rate Density
A second important observational property is the integrated
mass accretion rate density from major mergers, ρM. As above,
we make a simple assumption that the average mass added per
merger event is equal to m ´¯ M¯ , where m =¯ 0.53 based on the
2.5<z<3 bin and M¯ is calculated from the SMF in this
same bin. The resulting mass accretion rate density estimates
are illustrated by the twin axis in Figure 14.
We note that while there is variation in M¯ between redshift
bins, typically ±0.05dex, it is smaller than the large systematic
uncertainties in the merger timescales used to derive Γ. We
therefore present only this ﬁducial conversion in Figure 14 to
facilitate the interpretation.
Interpreting the estimated ρM presented in Figure 14, we ﬁnd
that the merger rate density is fairly constant, and this extends
down to the lowest redshifts when we include results from
Mundy et al. (2017). We ﬁnd no clear peak in the integrated
merger rate, at least for galaxies with masses M*>9.7. This is
in stark contrast to the cosmic star formation rate density,
which peaks at z∼2 (Madau & Dickinson 2014).
The difference in merger rate and merger rate density
redshift evolution can be reconciled by the fact that while the
number of mergers per galaxy is going down at lower redshifts,
the number of galaxies above that mass limit is increasing and
these two effects average each other out—at least for the mass
range probed in this work.
5. Discussion - the Evolution of Galaxy Mergers
at 0.5<z<6
It is fairly well established that there appears to be a
disagreement between the observed merger history and models,
particularly at high redshifts (e.g., Bertone & Conselice 2009;
Jogee et al. 2009). Recent studies have attempted to alleviate
this discrepancy with the idea that it results from observational
studies selecting galaxies (and their merger ratios) by stellar
mass, while model predictions have often been based on
baryonic mass (Man et al. 2016). The signiﬁcant rise in the gas
fraction of galaxies at higher redshift would mean that pairs of
merging galaxies with stellar mass ratio of μ=1/4 could
have a baryonic mass ratio that would classify them as a major
merger μ>1/4 - therefore increasing the observed number of
major mergers. Two recent observational studies (Man et al.
2016; Mantha et al. 2018) have supported this picture, ﬁnding
signiﬁcantly greater numbers of major merger pairs at z>1
based on ﬂux ratios when compared with stellar mass ratios.
However, simulations that explore mergers as a function of
stellar mass (Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015) can also sig-
niﬁcantly overpredict major merger rates at high redshift with
respect to those presented in observational studies (Man et al.
2016; Mundy et al. 2017). It is important to remember that the
conversion of observed pair fractions into a merger rate
requires the assumption of a corresponding merger timescale.
This merger timescale is critical but difﬁcult to measure, and in
the past has been taken to be a constant through cosmic time.
Snyder et al. (2017) revealed through forward modeling of
galaxy pair-counts in simulations that the merger timescale for
galaxy pairs declines as ∼(1+ z)2. When we use these new
evolving timescales to estimate the merger rate from pair
fractions, the “observed” merger rate is found to increase with
redshift at a rate that is more comparable to the rates predicted
by hydrodynamical simulations that previous work would
suggest (Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015). Because the merger
timescale is shorter at higher redshifts, this means that although
we see a gentle rise in pair fraction with redshift, signiﬁcantly
more mergers actually occur because the timescale for these
mergers to occur is much faster at higher redshifts. This
suggests that mergers are a more common process, by a factor
of >10 at z=6 compared with z=1. The reason we do not
see as many mergers ongoing is clearly that the timescales for
them to occur are much quicker than at lower redshifts.
Based on the results presented in Section 4.3, we conclude
that the assumed timescale is the origin of the discrepancy
between the observations and simulation results for the merger
history (and not necessarily the use of stellar mass selections).
What we generally ﬁnd is that while we agree well with the
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predicted merger rates at higher masses, our observations now
imply a higher merger rate than predicted for galaxies with
9.7<log10(Må/Me)<10.3. Some of this discrepancy may be
accounted for by the expected mass dependency of merger
timescales. Kitzbichler & White (2008) ﬁnd a merger timescale
in N-body simulations that varies as µ -M 0.3, yielding expected
timescales for 9.7<log10(Må/Me)<10.3 that are ≈40%
longer than for log10(Må/Me)>10.3, and hence merger rates
that are lower by the same amount. Further investigation is
required to establish whether any remaining offset is physical
or a result of additional mass dependence in the merger
observability timescales.
For minor mergers (m < 1
4
) we ﬁnd that difference between
the observations and theory increases at the lowest mass ratio
of mergers. At face value, our observations suggest that minor
mergers may not be as common or as important in the galaxy
formation process than what is predicted in the Illustris
simulation (Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015). However, given
the simplistic prescription used in this work to convert from
pair count into merger rates (and vice versa), the source of this
discrepancy may also lie in this critical assumption. Only a
small mass-ratio dependence in the merger observability
timescales would be required to alleviate the observed tension.
Finally, given that the redshift evolution of pair fractions for
massive galaxies (log10(Må/Me)10.3) observed in this
work is in good agreement with other recent studies (Man
et al. 2016; Mundy et al. 2017), our key conclusion on the rapid
rise in merger rates is not necessarily unique to our observed
pair fractions. Furthermore, although the recent work by
Mantha et al. (2018), who used the same CANDELS data set,
ﬁnds different evolution in the observed galaxy pair fraction,
when they incorporated the evolving merger timescales of
Snyder et al. (2017), the authors draw similar conclusions to
those presented in this study. However, the higher observed
pair fractions at 2<z<3 in this work (see Figure 10) and the
extension to higher redshift mean that this is the ﬁrst instance
where the observed merger rates per galaxy are shown to rise at
a rate that so closely matches those of simulations out to the
very earliest epoch of galaxy formation.
Despite these advances, there still remain key uncertainties
in estimating galaxy merger rates that future studies can
address. From the additional tests performed in this study (see
Sections 3.3.1 and 4.1.3), we know that there are still
systematic uncertainties in the pair fractions obtained from
photometric redshifts on the order of ∼30%. However, in the
ﬁnal inferred merger rates, these uncertainties are dominated by
the larger uncertainty in the merger timescales (or observability
timescale). With larger simulation volumes and the improved
number statistics they allow, extensions to the forward
modeling of Snyder et al. (2017) would enable estimates of
merger observability timescales (and the scatter therein) as a
function of mass, merger ratio, and redshift to much greater
precision. This increased understanding of merger timescales,
more than any increase in redshift precision or reliability, is key
to placing meaningful observational constraints on the
assembly history of massive galaxies.
6. Summary
Using the full CANDELS data set, we present a study of
galaxy major mergers up to z=6, and minor mergers up to
z=3, for massive galaxies with log10(Må/Me)10.3 and
9.7<log10(Må/Me)<10.3. This is the ﬁrst analysis at such
early times in the universe and uses the deepest data over a
relatively large area where this type of analysis can be
preformed. The results of this study have implications for a
host of other areas of galaxy formation and astrophysics,
including star formation triggering, black hole growth, and
AGN activity, galaxy assembly, and the number of super-
massive black hole mergers in the early universe. This last
issue is important for gravitational wave detections through
future missions such as LISA (Conselice & Duncan 2019, in
preparation).
As part of our analysis, we have made new stellar mass and
photometric redshift measurements for galaxies in all ﬁve
CANDELS ﬁelds, including the full photometric redshift
posteriors and stellar mass estimate at all likely redshift steps.
The summary of our ﬁndings are listed below.
1. For both log10(Må/Me)10.3 and 9.7<log10(Må/Me),
10.3, the fraction of galaxies in major pairs (mass ratios
of 0.25 μ 1) increases monotonically as a function of
redshift out to z∼6.
2. We furthermore ﬁnd that the merger rate increases up to
the highest redshifts we explored (z∼ 6) because we used
new scaling laws from simulations, which showed that
the merger observability timescale declines at higher
redshifts at ∼(1+ z)2 (Snyder et al. 2017). This differs
signiﬁcantly from previous work, in which the merger
rate appeared to decline at higher redshifts.
3. Based on our observed merger rates, we infer that at
z>3, major mergers may play an increasingly important
role in the mass growth of star-forming galaxies -
signiﬁcantly more so than at the peak of galaxy
formation.
4. While the cumulative pair fraction increases for more
minor mergers down to a mass ratio of 1:20 for galaxies
at 1<z<3, the relative number of minor mergers is
lower than predicted by simulations. Between these
redshifts we also do not ﬁnd a signiﬁcant change in the
fraction of galaxies merging at any merger mass ratio we
probe, suggesting that the merger history for both minor
and major mergers mimic each other at these epochs.
Overall, our conclusions are that observational constraints of
mergers in massive galaxies are now consistent with hierarch-
ical models of galaxy formation. At the highest redshifts, mass
growth from major mergers may be comparable to or even
higher than in situ star formation. To probe at even higher
redshifts, or lower mass galaxies at z<6, will require deeper
surveys with the James Webb Space Telescope. Alternatively,
wide-area surveys at comparable depths to CANDELS will
probe volumes sufﬁcient to provide samples of even more
massive galaxies that are large enough to perform similar
analyses (e.g., the Euclid Deep ﬁelds; Laureijs et al. 2011). In
addition to providing vital new observational constraints on
galaxy formation, our results can be used to predict the number
of likely events that gravitational wave detectors such as LISA
will ﬁnd due to merger of supermassive black holes that exist at
the centers of these galaxies. Thus, overall, our results lead to a
suite of implications that we will explore in future papers.
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Appendix A
Consistent Completeness Simulations for All CANDELS
Fields
Our methodology for determining the detection complete-
ness follows a procedure similar to those presented in the
CANDELS release papers (Galametz et al. 2013; Guo et al.
2013), adding a representative range of mock galaxies to the
H160 detection images and attempting to recover them using
the same photometry procedures that are used to produce the
science catalogs.
For the morphological distribution of our input mock
sources, we assume an empirical distribution that is dependent
on apparent magnitude. First, we divide the galaxies with
parametric morphology measurement of van der Wel et al.
(2012) into bins of apparent H160 magnitude. Next, for every
mock galaxy with a given assigned magnitude, we assign a
morphology (effective radius, Sérsic index, and ellipticity) by
randomly sampling a morphology drawn from the corresp-
onding magnitude bin of the real galaxy sample (see
Figure 15). To maximize the ﬁnal number statistics of detected
sources at faint magnitudes, we assume a power-law magnitude
distribution, which results in ≈10× more input sources at the
faint magnitude limit (H160= 30) as at the bright limit
(H160= 22).
One critical assumption to note is that we assume the
morphological distribution of sources below the magnitude
limit of the van der Wel et al. (2012) sample morphologies is
similar to those just brighter than the limit. While in true
physical terms this assumption is not likely to be valid for the
key properties such as size, for the image resolution of HST,
any further evolution in size would have minimal effect.
Additionally, the observed distribution of morphologies in our
faintest bin is very similar to the completeness-corrected
morphology distribution for Lyman-break galaxies observed by
Ferguson et al. (2004) and therefore likely represents a valid
assumption.
Once the morphologies of the mock sources have been
assigned, we then insert the mock galaxy images into the
respective H160 image for each ﬁeld, 3000 sources at a time,
and then process the images through the same SEXTRACTOR
process as was used to produce the original CANDELS
photometry catalogs. This process was repeated 75 times for
each ﬁeld, yielding an average number of mock source
detections per ﬁeld of 70,000 (typically, there are 100 to
3000 detected galaxies in the magnitude bins, corresponding to
50% completeness). The resulting recovery fractions as a
function of magnitude for each ﬁeld and depth are illustrated in
Figure 16.
We note that speciﬁc care was taken to ensure that the
correct combination of image release, software version, and
extraction parameters were used for each CANDELS ﬁeld.
With no additional mock sources added to the H160 science
image, we conﬁrm that we obtain the exact number of galaxy
detections as presented in the ofﬁcial CANDELS releases (we
refer the reader to the respective release papers for precise
numbers).
Appendix B
Stellar Mass Consistency Checks
Although there is clearly visible scatter, the majority of mass
estimates are in very good agreement with the team estimate,
with no signiﬁcant bias and relatively small scatter. Further-
more, the scatter is most signiﬁcant at masses of
log10(Må/Me)<9, which is well below the range probed in
this analysis. Note that the redshift assumed for the stellar mass
ﬁts differs between the results of this paper and the team
redshift, much of the scatter is therefore a result of small
differences in redshift and due to issues in the mass estimate.
When assuming identical redshifts (i.e., the best available
redshift from the CANDELS photo-z releases) the scatter and
biases are reduced even further.
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Figure 15. Size and morphology distributions of the mock sources inserted into the CANDELS H160 images for completeness simulations. The measured distributions
are taken from the catalog presented in van der Wel et al. (2012). Top: surface brightness distrubution parameterized by Sérsic indices. Middle: circularized effective
radii (kpc). Bottom: measured ellipticity.
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Figure 16. Source recovery fraction as a function of apparent H160 magnitude for each of the CANDELS ﬁelds used in this analysis. The vertical dashed lines show
the magnitude at which the recovery fraction equals 80% for each subﬁeld.
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